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The outbreak at Kiukiang is the
second of its kind to occur in
provlnco within two months.
Troops of both the Peking and
Canton governments have been
concentrated thera and the territory has been terrorized by thousands of soldiers who have mutinied.
During the latter half of June
between 10,000 and 15,000 northern troops who had been sent Into
Kiangsl to" oppose the advance of
Sun Tat Sen's forces from ihe
south, broke Into open revolt. hftcr
suffering defeat at the hands of
thouthe Cantonese, massacred
sands of natives and looted and
burned 20 cities ,nnd towns In the
central portion of the province.
At that time the disorders did
not spread as far north Kiukiang,
which is at the extreme upper end
of the province on the Yangtsee
above
about 450
miles
river,
Shanghai.
and
During the June mutiny
massacre fears were felt for the
lives of hundreds of foreigners, including Americans, in the affected
area, and both American ami British gunboats patrolling the Yangtsee rivers were rushed north. No
foreign Uvea, however, were reported lost.
.
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Li Offers Premierto
Tang, a Supportship
er of Sun; Is a Graduate
of Columbia 'Varsity.
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Chairman of Rehabilitation
Committee Takes Issue
With Statements
Made
By Harding's Physician.
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Premier Poincare of France and Lloyd George of Britain.
The shaping of endless conse- - jl'lnyd George. Soon ihese two men
in a quiet congenial pose,
quences affecting the lives ot 440,- - snapped
will bo deeply
absorbed
in the
OuO.000 persons now lies
in the "everlasting German reparations
hands of Premiers Koincairo and question.
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Colorado Springs, Coon Aug. 6.
"Norfolk Star," Fort D. A. Kus-se"
horse, ridden by Captain H. E.
Republicans
won the Broadmoor ReWatkins,
of Another Day, Is a Can- mount endurance
cup and first
prize money, it was announced todidate in Nebraska.
day after the 300 mile, five day
test of speed and stamina. The
(By The Associated I'rrss.)
seven-yea- r
- old
thoroughb red
After
C
Lincoln, Neb., Aug.
chestnut gelding's time for the
more
than
of
distance was 47 hours, 38,. minutes,
political inactivity
63
20 years, a man who onco gained land the judges awarded him
3
points out of a possible GO on
for himself a national reputation condition.
His
was
point grading
as "The Boy Orator of 1890." to 29
out of a possible 40
day is standing on the threshold points. The horse started Tuest
of his" life's ambition and may ob- day morning weighing 990 pounds
tain ft seat in congress, as repre- 'and lost40 pounds during the
sentative from the first congres- grind. He stood second in time,
sional district of Nebraska, to fill .Ierry, the Fort Sill. Oklahoma,
started cross, being
a vacancy caused by the resigna- thoroughbred
the fastest over the- field. Jerry
tion of Congressman C. F. Beavis. finished fourth In the final stand-jinThis hopeful is R. .11. Thorpe,

R. H.

Thorpe, Idol of the

ll

"Gold-Bug-

'

Peking, Aug. 6 (by the AssociPresident LI Yuan-Hun- g
ated Press.)
today attempted his necmd
on
reorganization of the cabinet
progressive lines and a seconda
time offered the premiership to
deposed
supporter of Sun Yat-Sepresident of South China. Tang
Columbia
of
Shao-Y- l,
graduate
university,
prominent southern
leader and Sun's representative at
Shanghai, is the man 89ked to head
the ministry.
The choice of Tang for the pre- mlership Is an undisguised attempt
to conciliate the southern faction,
but well Informed circles here do
not expect, it to succeed and pre
dict that Tang, who at present la
in Canton, will decline.
Early in Juno President Li offered the post to the late Dr. Wu
Ting-Fanwho died at Canton
during the revolution that overwithout replythrew Sun Yat-Se- n
ing to the Teking proposal.
At that time, however, Tang was
mentioned prominently for the prNt
was
and on June 4, LI Yuan-Hun- g
reported as making Tang's appointment to the premiership one
of his conditions in assuming the
presidency.
Other Cabluet Changes.
Other cabinet changes' promulgated today by President Li and
submitted to parliament Include
the appointment as acting premier"
of Dr. Wang Chung-Hu- l,
lawyer
of International repute who holdn
the degree of D.C.L. from Yale
and who Is responsible for the
of the Chinese erlmlinl
code. Dr. Wang would succeed Dr.
W. W. Yen, who has been anxious
for some time to quit both Ihe
acting premiership and his other
cabinet position of foreign minister.
To the foreign ministry the president today appointed Dr. V. K.
Wellington Koo, who has represented China both at Washington
and London.
LI Wants Leaders.
President Li. in his efforts to
lead his country out of the political slough into which it has fallen,
Intends to surround himself with
leaders of progressive thought,
who have been educated abroad
and are capable of reconstructing
the government on western lines.
The president also desires his
cabinet to
with parliament, in the Important task now
facing it of drafting a permanent
constitution for the country.
In this connection, sentiment Is
reported growing among the members of parliament for a faderal
constitution
closely resembling
that of the United States,
with
each province retaining autonomy,
but recognizing the authority of
the central government.
Leaders Kndorso Plan.
This plan is one which has been
endorsed heartily hy the president,
by General Wu
most
powerful military leader of the
north, and by General Chen
outstanding
military
figure of the south and the man
who overthrew Sun
Another strong influence In favor of tho "Cnlted States of China"
idea is that of the young China
party, composed of younger leaders In the nation, who have traveled and been educated abroad.
Yat-Se-

n.

g.

orator '

tramp
reand idol of the "Gold-bug- "
publicans of another day.
ree
ot
the
"patriots"
publican party in almost the entire central west will recall
Thorpe, the "Boy Orator of 18!Mi."
His history is perhaps without
parallel In political annals of the
west.
In the primary election ' hete
on July 18, Mr. Thorpe, wa3 pitted against six other jandidates
for the regular term nomination
of the republican party.; Although
he lost this nomination he won
the nomination for the short or
vacancy nomination, as republican
nominee
against
congressional
threo other candidates. If elected
in November, against the democratic nominee, W. C. Parriott.
one-tim-

e

soap-bo- x

Old-tim-

also of Lincoln, Mr. Thorpe will
serve) as congressman a bare four
months.
While a boy, Thorpe, made a
sVudy of the tariff and money
questions of the day and debated
In school and public forum on
the issues arising therefrom. In
the years following tho panic of
1 803,
young Thorpe, then about:
21 years of age, found himself
one of the 4,000,000 men out of
employment, and went out to the
Kansas wheat fields in search of
work. His gold standard policies
In a state where populism and
free silver Issues were rampant
soon lost him job after job. He
becamo a tramp, at all times
ready to voice his protest against
existing economic conditions. The
Tho soap box dias found his a
steady tenent and his oratory
soon won him a name in the
west.
Gold standard republicans proclaimed him tho champion of
their cause. Young Thorpe was
received with acclaim in every
city he made his appearance. The
newspaper file of leading Nebraska newspapers of that day
are filled with editorial comment
concerning the prowess of Thorpe
and the manner In which he routed his opponents.
He made 157
addresses in Nebraska In 1890.
ho
Later
tpoved on to Ohio, Indiana, Illinois. Kentucky and Missouri, stumping each state as he
traveled.
Fhr a while tho lecture
platform claimed his services, but
his health failed him 15 years
ago, he gave up lecturing and
since has been out of public life.
The ancestors of Mr.
were of revolutionary stock.Thorpe
His
great, great grandfather crossed
the Delaware with General George
Washington
and participated In
the battle of Trenton.
His grandfather. Daniel Thorpe, came to
Indiana hefore that area became
a state, and Is reported to have
been one of the founders of But
ler college.

"Rabbit,"

three-quart-

LIST OF DEAD
IN M. P. WRECK

thor

oughbred, owned by.Major Cusacl;
of Denver, and entered by the
Colorado
National Guard, was
was winner of second money, C. E.
Netterfield up.
Rabbit finished
fifth in speed, but he was awarded 66 out 6f a possible 60 points
on condition.
"Fox," Ed Pring's
was
Colorado Springs unknown,
"Maltese Cat," ridden
third.
by
of
Denver, was
Lafayette Hughes
fifth.
Norfolk Star's totali merit points
was 83
Rabbifs 72
MalFox 56
.Terry 57
tese Cat 4(1. "Rumford," who finished Bix, "36
"Wolf of
unknown
entered
by
breeding,
Art Shacffer of Denver, was
on
poor
today
general
condition.
Private J. A. McCroskey, U. S.
A., was put out of the running
today by the Judges when they
found his mount, "Park" slightly
lame.
McCroskey had finished
fourth in speed, and his horse was
considered to be in exccllrnt condition, the army man giving It
the best of care. Expert horsemen account for the lnmeness to
some concealed weakness In bone
or sinew.
Governor O. H. Shoup presented
the trnnhy to Captain Watkins today. The cup is that which formerly went to the winner of the
Epsom Downs classic in England.
All horses today underwent the
same examinations and tests as
on the day of every start. They
were weighed, veterinarians tools
temperatures, pulsations, respirations, kidney and heart tests, and
the Judges put them through their
paces, walking,
trotting, loping
and galloping.
The decisions ot
the judges were practically unanimous.
i
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SliiRlc Cople 60

DISCUSS GERMAN
SITUATION

WILL

CONIENE TODAY
Statesmen Are Gath- ering for the Most Mo- -i
mentous Parley Since
'Peace Was Concluded,

Allied

deter-

mination not to yield even half

of tho road to anybody.
The guides pleaded In

terms jlNTERALLIEDDEBTS
appropriate to the ears of the
Indies in the McAdoo
WILL BE DISCUSSED
party
then descended by easy stages
Into "mule talk," calculated to
Little Hope Seems to Be
move mountains. But not this
particular mule.
A
in
Entertained
London
Mr. McAdoo descended from
his saddle. He approached the
mulo. What mystic democratic
password he used the guides
didn't hear and he didn't tell.
But the mule stood aside and
the party rode on past the
pack train and up to the lake,
whence they departed from
Yosemite bv mitnmnhlln

That the Meeting Will Be
a Successful One,
.

V

MISS

M'CORMI

'PLAYED

UP'

IN

FRENCH PAPERS
Is Called
in

"The Richest Girl
the World;" Much Com-

ment on Her Plain Dress,
Modest Deportment.
(By The Associated Press.)

Paris, Aug. 6 (by the Associated
Press). The French
newspapers
are, devoting much space to stories
and pictures of Mathilde McCor-mlcShe Is called "the richest
girl In the world," and there Is
much comment on her plain dress
and modest deportment.
"She is not a spoiled child of
fortune," says Le Journal, "she is
not the familiar type of the American girl often presented in the
movies. She Is neither sporty, nor
athletic, nor ill mannered and
She is the gentle, sentimental, old fashioned girl we
used to love.
"She is brave enough to face
notoriety and love the man of her
choice, no matter how humble. If
she wants to live her own life and
have her own dreams of happiness,
forgot by the world, her wish
should be respected.
Let her go
meet her Prince Charming in
Switzerland, and disappear forever
as Mrs. Max Oser. Surely there
would have been no objection to
the union had she attempted to
contract a vulgar marriage with
some broken down prince."
During Miss McCormick's stay In
Paris her , father, Harold F.
has shown her much attention, driving her about in public taxis, showing her the sights,
with his arm about her. Whether
he is reconciled to her marriage to
Max Oser he has.Jeen unwilling to
for the time
say. "I am son-yubeing I must be silent," he has de'
clared.
Mr. McCormick appears to be
willing to leave the decision with
his daughter regarding her marriage.
He l as promised to let her meet
Oser and then give her final
k.

e.

f

PROMPT ACTION
OF

(B; The Assorinted Press.)
London, Aug. 6 (by the Associated Press). Allied statesmen
are gathering In London tonight
for the opening tomorrow of what
seems universally regarded as the
most momentous conference since
peace was concluded.
The immediate concern of the
conference is the question of reparation and Germany's request for
a moratorium but since the delivery last week of the note of the
Earl of Balfour, It is assumed that
d
indebtthe question of
edness cannot be excluded from the
at
discussion, especially
Raymond
Poincare, tho French prime minister, is credited with bringing to
London a plan for the extinction of
the German reparations bonds In
exchange for a cancellation of the
French debt to Great Britain.
.This plan meets with little sympathy in England, because, it la
contended, these German
bonds,
being admittedly worthless, Great
Britain would gain nothing but by
forgiving the French debt would
lose the last weapon she possesses
for bringing pressure to bear upon
France on the question of armaments or on any policy in which
France might run counter to British ideas. The situation Is further
ultimatum
complicated
by the
France delivered to Germany conon
payments
cerning Germany's
account of clearing house debts
and the measures which France
already has ordered taken In this
connection.
Little hbpe seems to be entertained here that the conference,
will be a successful one, although
It is fully recognized that that In
view ot the swift fall in the value
of the mark which threatens to
bring Germany in tho wake of Austria and Russia financially, a situation has been reached in Which
half way measures no longer will
be of avail.
Great Britain will be represented
at the conference
by Premier
ChamberLloyd George, Austen
lain, lord privy seal; Early Curzon.
illness
the
frofn
recovered
has
who
the Earl fOt
which necessitated
Balfour temporarily replacing htm
at the foreign office; Sir Robert
Home, chancellor of the exchequer, and Sir Laming Worthlngton
Evans, secretary for war.
The principal visiting delegate
will be Premier Poincare and M.
Dclasteyris, France; Signor Schan-ze- r,
the Italian foreign minister,
and Signor Paratore, and M. Jas-pand M. Theunis, Belgium, all
whom arrived tonight.
The conference is expected to
open in Downing street, at 11
o'clock tomorrow morning.
inter-allie-

(By The Assnclnted Press.)

Sulphur Springs, Mo., Aug. 6.
The list of dead In the rear end
collision on the Missouri Pacific
railroad here Saturday night follows:
MRS. CHARLES O. HUT, 60
years old, Chaonla, Mo.
Una. ISABELLA HOW. 64, St.
Louis.
MRS. ARM AND A WILKINSON,
60, Belgrade, Mo.
GEORGE D. WILKINSON, 25,
Belgrade, Mo.
MRS. MATHILDE KOBY, 44, St.
Louis.
MILDRED KOBY, 10, Ft. Louis.
DR. CHARLES McCLELLAXD,
50, St. Louis.
MRS. LIDA PALMER,
Detroit,
Mich.
MISS NELLIE
MULHALT..
4R
St. Louis.
RUDOLPH
ECHENBERGER,
Hopewell, Mo.
MISS SUSIE BOYER, 17. St.
Louis.
BEULAH GUFF, 13, Washington, Mo.
ALLEN DYKAM, 81, Bethlehem,
Pa.
DARIUS HASTEN. 60, Coates-vlllInd.
IRENE .HEIAF, 23, Des Lodge,
Mo.
,
MRS. THOM;i nr. nrtVTA
Louis.
MELVILLE DE GONIA, 5, - St.
Louis.
RALPH
GONIA. 6, St.
Louis.
ROBERT DE GONIA, S months,
St. Louis.
THELMA EAVFlS, 10, St. Louis.
ALICE COOPER, Festus, Mo
EUGENE CLEMONS, St. Louis
APATHY OF CHINA IN
SAM CAMPBELL,
.
MILDRED CAMPBELL,
.
RETURN OF SHANTUNG
GEORGE
DEWEf, Belgrade,
THREATENS DISGRACE Mo.
MATT W. GLENN, engineer of
Teklng. Aug. e by the Asso- No. 4, St. Louis.
MRS. T. HITT, St. Louis.
ciated
That China's
Press.)
EUGENE
HARRIS,
apathy towards the restoration of
Belgrade,
culMo.
Shantung, the cradle of her
MISS IRENE MOON, Festus,
ture and religion, and particularly her failure to .respond to the Mo.
JAMES McKENNIS,. Winchester,
appeal for funds to pay Japan
,
for the Shantung railway, threat- III. '
ens to disgrace the nation Is the
REV. V. O, PENLEY, Do Soto.
'
Mo.
to
f
of
issued
a
keynote
messago
MISS ESSIE POTTER. 15,
his people today by General Wu
Pel-FMo.
original leader of the
PRIVATE JOHN GRAFTON TI
reunited China movement.
3.
General Wu's message points out
A., Oran, Mo.
W. WARD, St. Louis.
that China, hy signing the agreement with Japan at Washington
SAM DAVIS, St. Louis.
for the restoration of Shantung,
R. E. PARKER, St. Louis. (
WILLIAM GOEFF, Cadet, Mo.
pledged herself to raise the funds
V
for the redemption of the railARTHUR COOK, Granite City,
111
louu py popular, subscription.
-

CITY

CONFERENCE TO

Yosemlte, Calif.. Aug. 6.
The mulo wherewith cartoonists for years had represented
the democratic, party Is not
the only one that Is amenable
sometimes to whispers
from
William O. McAdoo, sometime
secretary of the treasury under
President
Wilson.
Yesterday
Mr. McAdoo,
his wife and
daughter were ascending the
narrow Tennya Lake trail on
horseback. They mot -- a pack
train, headed by a giant specimen ot the typo that has made
Missouri famous and with an

SEEflJ CHIi

Suggests
That the President' Appoint a Board to Decide
the Hospital Controversy,

6

IS

X

LEGIOyiSPDTE

Chicago, Aug.
(by the
ciated
Press) Colonel A. A.
Sprague, chairman of the American LegIot)'s national
rehabilitation committee, has suggested to
Jn which thirty-eigBrigadier General Charles 1). Sawpersona were
yer. President Harding's
physikilled and 137
cian that the president be asked
seriously, according to John Canto appoint a committee of physinon, assistant general manager of
cians to decide the controversy
the road.
Train No. 4. a fast passenger,
between the general and the
vestibuled, steel train, running at
over the hospital care given
full speed, crashed- Into No. 32, a
wounded soldiers.
local composed of five wooden day
Colonel Sprague tonight
made
coaches, a bagg-igand an express
ear, as the engine was taking on
public his letter to General Sawof
Jvater with the coaches stretching
yer, who Is chief coordinator
hack on a trestle over Glaise
creek.
the hos)4talization board.
The Impact hurle" two of the
Takes Issue With Sawyer
local coaches down a
emThe letter takes issue with
bankment edging the Mississippi
and telescoping four other coaches,
statements made by General Sawcrushing a number of passengers
yer In reply to previous communito death In their seats. Both
trains
cations from the legion official
were behind time and the fast pasas printed in the congressional
senger running from Port Worth,
record.
Tex., to. St. Louis carried 180 pasThe letter in part follows:
sengers and the local 100 persons.
"The American
public should
Failed to Heed Warning..
RACING MEET
know the situation as it roally exAccording to Mr. Cannon, Matt
and
then you go
ists, 'you write,
WILL OPEN TODAY ON
Ginger Glenn of St. Louis, engineer
on to state that there are 90 govof the fast passenger, failed to heed
NORTH RANDALL TRACK ernment hospitals with a total bed
a block signal warning him that
capacity of 2S.412 beds, 10,191 ot
the track was not clear ahead.
which are unoccupied.'
(By The Associated Prpss.)
Glenn, 57 years old, an engineer
6
sec"This latter assertion has been
The
O.,
Aug.
for thirty-seve- n
years without a ondCleveland,
North
Randall
wide national publicity as
circuit
given
grand
black mark agnlnst his record, was
n a denial that further hospital con
Wiled when he Jumped from his harness horse meeting of the
will open tomorrow afternoon struction is necessary.
cab just before the crash. Edward
"The impression is gained from
TInsley, also of St. Louts fireman with practically every noted trotter
and
of No, 4, remained at his post and
pacer that performed at your statement that theso beds are
the July meeting here again en- available for sick and disabled
was Injured seriously.
face of the
Engineer Glenn. shortly before tered. Racing will continue for service men. On theveterans'
bu
reports which the
arriving in Suljmur Springs, re- five days, Saturday being held as reau
contain
publishes
ceived orders ''on the run" to pull an open date In case of rnln.
over on a siding at Cliff Cave, ten
Stakes and purses aggregating ing this informntion, it states in
miles north of here to allow "Sun- $54,000 will be distributed dur- capital letters 'THIS REPORT IS
shine Special No. 1," en route from ing the week. This may be ex- TO BE 1'SED FOR ADMINISO N t. V.
PURPOSES
to
ceeded, as several races have un- TRATIVE
la .Tmcaa-polnt- a,
enana Mr. Cannon explained the pas?.
usually hirge fields and may have! TOTAL UNOCCUPIED WWS CAN
TO
gineer failed to heed the block to be split, each division racing"H NOT BE INTERPRETED
MEAN THAT ALL ARE AVAIL
signal because ho apparently was ror a like amount.
CHARACCOUNT
OF
Grand circuit followers say the ABLE ON
reading these orders when hepfiss-the block. ' Vhe orders were horses are Just rounding Into per- ACTER OF HOSPITALS AND
This
LOCATION.'
GEOGRAPHIC
found near his body.
fect racing form and predict sen
Ghouls on the Scene.
sational perrormances and nos is just what the American Legion
Ghouls appeared on the scene sible breaking of records at the says, and what your statement de
nies.
shortly after the drash and robbed North Randall meeting.
Mental and Nervous Cases
the dead and dying of wheatever
one
was
could.
"You have absolutely
ignored,
arrested,
Only
they
'
MAX
SHOOTS
TOE
and not mentioned in any way the
however, and he said he was Wil'
reN.
M..
6.
same
Carlsbad,
Jim fact clearly stated in the
Aug.
liam Hall of St. Louis. Several
shot a hole port that there were 8,611 papieces of wearing apparel taken Craft accidentally
from the unfortunate were found through his great toe Wednesday tients in contract hospitals,
on his person and a bible was In which will prevent Hie young man
of whom are mental and nerof whom are
his waist. The bible, it was said, from wearing a shoe for some vous cases and
time.
He
had
Rev.
of
his
arm
the
full tubercular. It is for these men
had been the property
right
V. O. Pensley of De fioto one of of things to take to the farm and that we demand the best the counhis left hand l.olding the 22, when
can give. The fact that you
those killed.
were his fingers slipped and the gun try
The dead and Injured
have omitted these men from your
was
an
several
over
of
area
,
)
city
statement to congress again condischarged.
spread
hlocks and chicken crates, automovinces us that you fail to compreb ggnge
and the
bile cushions,
hend the nature of this problem
railroad tracks constituted their
and the tremendous changes that
150
of
ARE
couches. This little village
in medical
have been effected
Inhabitants was unable to under
science during and since the war.
take the task of caring for the In
that
situation
really ex"The
jured and thoy along with the dead
ists Is that many of the 99 hospi- e
hospl-arwere' taken- to St. Louis and T)e
tals listed as government
Soto. Dr. W. W. Hull of this vilonly emergency buildings leasadminwas
the
the
which
physician
only
lage
ed from year to year,
abandoned as soon as
istering to the Injured for several
governmqnt
until relief trains arrived.
hours
proper hospitalization can be se'
"Had I some assistance we might
cured In government owned hoshave saved soma of the dying,"
pitals.
of
f "ir (s not on statistics: that the
pr. Hull told a representative
the Associated Press. "At one etime
for proper hospitalilegion's
twenty-fivof
to
treat
Wall
was
Water Catches Them zation Isplea
I
trying
based, but on constant
simultaneously."
of
conditions
persons
Near Pueblo: Two of the dally observation
Cries of the Injured.
and personal contact with the sitThe pitiful cries' of the Injured
of
one
the fourIn
Victims
Had
Just
Arrived
uation
every
,
could he heard for hlocks. Mothers
teen districts
babies
news
of
their
From
for
California.
begged
Describes Situation
and children cried for their parOn a visit to a nearby hospital
ents.
One 14 months old child
(By Tba -- sioclnted Press.)
T
found the following situation:
who was unable to tell her name
Pueblo, Colo., Aug.- 6. D. Z.
In
men , were hospitalized
was found a mile from the scene Brazy and Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Three
one of them a mental
one
of the disaster asking for "Mam- Morrow, negroes, were drowned case, room,
another a general surgical
ma." A woman from St. Louis about 3 o'clock this afternoon case and
third suffering from
took her in charge.
when they were caught by a wall tuberculosis.the The mental case esscenes re- of water as they were crossing
One of the saddest
caped one night and was recapported was that of the Degonla Peck creek, ten miles west of here, tured,
wandering about the vicinMrs. D. 55,
family of St. Louts. Four o the in an automobile.
put
ity in his pajamas. ,Ho was next
family of six were killed and the
Brazy was saved.
the room and the
arrived back in
father Is reported dying in a St.
Mr. and Mrs. Morrow
tubercular
killed
the
patient
Louis hospital.
in Pueblo today from California night a chair while the surgical paMr. Degonla In his
to visit the. Bray family and were with
."
looked on netplessly.
reached over and graspon tneir way to me cray rancn tient
Colonel Sprague suggested that
ed Ills Infant son to Ills breast,
five miles west of Llvesey.
selbe
committee
physician's
As their car was pulling out the
reipoutejl between groans of
ected preferably from the execuof the Peck creek ford, the en- tive committee
pnln. "Thnnk God, Robhy,
of the American
we're nil nllve," not knowing
A wall of water Medical
gine stalled.
association, "who have no
the hearts in the breasts of his
,.
five or six feet high, caused by a connection with the government
wife and ehildrcn were still.
heavy rain on the prairies west
Known Iead.
Thirty-fou- r
of that point, came roaring down service."
dead have been ac- the creek, overwhelming the car
. Thirty-fou- r
counted for but the death toll Is and its occupants.
Mrs. Bray
by managed
to scramble up the
expected to exceed this number
IS
at least a dozen as in the confu- cree,t bank and the two men, en- LARGE
sion several bodies were hustled deavoring to save Mrs. Morrow,
before
being were caught by the automobile as
upon the relief trains
checked. Many rf the bodies could it turned over and the three were
not be Identified because their ef- - drowned. The bodies of the victims have not yet been recovere.'.
(Continued on Page Two.)
The sheriff's office has a posje
of men scattered along the Arkansas river from Pueblo to the
mouth of Peck creek trying to
locate the bodies.
,
The rain caused only a slight
rise In the Arkansas river In
(By The Assveinted Press.)
FORECAST.
Pueblo.
Orofino, Ida.. Aug. 6. The forColo.,
Denver,
Aug.
i
Information
from
Beulah,
Mexico: Local showers Monday, summer resort 29 miles south- est service has every available
warmer extreme northeast por- west of here. Is that there was a local man fighting a large and detion: Tuesday, partly cloudy south, heavy rain there which caused structive fire on the ridge beInconvenience to many motorists tween Isabella and Twin Creek,
probably showers north portion.
Arizona:
Partly cloudy west, who had gone there for the
east portion Monday. No great damage was doneday.
showers
to feeders of the north fork of the
Tuesday, probably fair.
property there, It Is said, al Clearwater, 90 miles from OroflnO.
'
though telephone communication It Is a most Inaccessible country,
"LOCAL KEPORT.
with the place has not been re- and reliable reports are wanting.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
established sirlce the storm.
However, the area affected Is
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
to bo In the neighCLAYTON RAISES APPLES. . supposed
recorded by the university:
borhood of a thousand acres of
94
Clayton, N. M.,' Aug. . G. A. green timber. Nine men arrived
Highest temperature
64 Rodell, nurseryman of Clayton', is
JLowest .
from Spokano, but It 'will
80 not satisfied
to declare Union yesterday
Range .
take thera three days to reach the
.
.
Is
,
a
rt county
Mean
good fruit clounty. but fire. The hot dry period which
63 displays a sample of yellow transHumidity at a. m.,',
reached (Its maximum July 81,
34 parent apples, grown on a
Humidity at 6 p. m
with a temperature of 109, was
.0
tree In his nursery In Interrupted
Precipitation .
by a. shower Thurs- 28 Clayton.
Wind velocity
These apples compare dav nlirhr hut. thi
l
not nf
of
wind
South
Direction
,;
favorably in size with any that are sufficient volumo to check forest
of
Character
duy, ..Partly cloudy smjipcu in uy lne uay tcra grocers, fire.

the Associated Press). Failure of
an engineer to heed a block signal
caused the rear end collision on
the Missouri Pacific here last night
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MULE STANDS ASIDE
WHEN THE PASSWORD
IS GIVEN BY M'ADOO

ATTEMPT TO

CONCILIATE

IYER

SETTLE

ed Press.) The city of Kiukiang,
also known as Klangchow, in
province, has been sacked by
GIVeTwOUNDED
mutinous troops, according to ad- CARE
vices received here today. Two
SOLDIERS
IS
ISSUE
hundred shops were looted and deat
is
The
placed
damage
stroyed.
$3,000,000.

Embankment
As Fast Passenger Crashes Into a Local Train,
50-fo-

LOOT

DaUjr

AN

Sntiies of These 'Two Em Mlm
the Lives ef 448,089,839 Persons

Outbreak Is
the Second of Its Kind
Within Last Two Months Colonel Sprague

Heed

Failure-t-

Two Coaches

COMMITTEE MA!

'$3,000,000;

Signal Causes
Rear End Collision at Sulphur Springs,' Mo,
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DOOLITTLE'S PLANE
PLUNGESJNTO SURF
Bj Thr 4isnrlHtw Press.t
Jacksonville, Fla., Aug. 6. The
plane In which Lieutenant J. H.
Doollttle planned to attempt a
transcontinental
flight,
ran Into the surf at Pablo Beaeli
here tonight shortly after the taka
off.
Lleutejmnt Doollttle took the aif
at 9:35, planning to go to San
Diego, Calif., before nightfall tomorrow night. A quarter of a mile
from the starting point the machine swerved
and
downward
plunged Into the Atlantic.

5;
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Several Passengers Slightly VESSELS STRANDED
Injured When Sleepinq Car
on C., M. & St. P. Is
Destroyed By Fire.

(Br The Asaorlatert Press.)
Seattle, Wash., Aug. 6. The
lives of 30 passengers were Imperiled, one man was seriously
Injured and several other persons received cuts, burns and
bruises when the rear sleeper on
the west bound Columbian Flyer
on tho Chicago. Milwaukee and
St. Paul railroad was destroyed
by fire at 6 o'clock this morning
near Rye, 130 miles east of
Seattle.
Fred Ketch, member of a vaudeville tearri.was brought to a
Seattle hospital
suffering from
severe cuts and weak from loss of
He
blood.
collapsed after dragging his wife out of the burning
car through a window.
T. W. Simpson, ot San Franwas badly
cisco, an engineer,
cut about the foo In kicking
a
to
rescue Imwindow
through
prisoned passengers. Several other
were less seriously
passengers
hurt ir the mad scramble to
escape from the burning car.
Railroad officials say loss of
life was averted by the prompt
action of William Wilson, the
negro porter, who ran through
the car awakening the sleeping
passengers and helping them to
safety.

BISMARCK PITCHER IS
BOUGHT BY WHITE SOX
(B The Associated Press.)
N. D.. Aug. 6. Pitch-

Bismarck,

er E. Duff of the Mitchell team of
the Dakota league, has 1. en sold
0
to the Chicago White Sox for
to Join them at the end of the

RESULT

0FA

AS

TYPHOON

(Rt The Assorinted Press.)

Hong Kong, Aug. 6 (by the Associated Press). The British gunboat Magnolia last night proceeded
to Swatow on the Chinese coast
250 miles northeast of here to protect from pirates steamers stranded in that vicinity, as a result ot
last Wednesday night's typhoon.
The typhoon was the worst in
harbor
Swatows
The
history.
there is Jammed with wreckage,
amid which
there are several
bodies. Shipt were washed ashore.

school noxns sold.

Raton, N. M., Aug. 6. Fifteen
thousand dollars In school bonds
were sold to llosworth, Chanute
& Co. of Denver.
bonds
These
were Issued by school district No.
25 and the money will be used to
erect a new consolidated
school
house In the Moreno valley. Tho
two districts which will be served
by this school are No. 25 and No.
2 9.
The successful bidder paid 99
cents on the dollar for the bonds,
the best price that has been obtained on this class of bonds in the
county for isome time. It is announced that the new school will
be ready for occupancy at the beginning of the new school term.

4 MEMBERS

OF

A

FAMILY DROWNED
IN

101

RIVER

J4.-60-

of
season, Manager Scharnweber
Mitchell announced today.
Duff has turned, In here what
Baid 'yvas the thirScharnweber
teenth victory of the season, with
but two defeats.
He Is a right

handcr.

(By The) Assnelnted Press.)

Cedar Rapids, la., Aug. . Four
members of a family met a traglo
death In the Wapsie river near
here this afternoon and a fifth, th
mother, was forced to see her
babies drown in her arms, power
less to. save yvejn
,

-.4
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FACING

CREASE

General Rise of 20 Per Cent
; in the Cost of Living Be-- fore Winter Sets in Is

CSv2?n

Official View.

;

(By The Associated rroei.)

Paris, Aug. 6 (by the Associated
Press). Premier Poincare, on the
eve ot his departure for London to
discuss
reparations and other
knotty allied problems with Mr.

Ijloyd George, was asked facetiously today whether he was going to
take a golf lesson from the British
prime minister.
an Intimate
The
questioner,
friend of tho French premier, had
reference to the now famous game
of golf between former Premier
Priand and Mr.- - Lloyd George at
,
Cannes, photographs of which
V purporting to depict the former
French premier In attempting to
drive but actually giving a fine re
production of a wood Inchopper's
French
swing, were published
newspapers, causing considerable
the
Moreover,
of
uproar
laughter.
fun produced by the photograph
helped the French to forget the
failure of Briand's viewpoint at
the Cannes conference, resulting In
the downfall of his ministry.
"We have had our lesson In
colf." Premier Poincare
replied
"but perhaps Mr. Lloyd George will
let me teach him piquet.
Piquet is ns popular In France as
pinochle is on the cast side, New
York.
"Just one more palaver" Is how
the man in the street here cnar
acterized the coming London con
ference. The general French pub
lie apparently has lost confidence
In the
settlement ot Europe's
troubles by conferences.
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FLAPPERS IN THEIR SUMMER HAUNTS-- BY
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iamous uieon

making establishments, with most
of their staffs at Deauvllle. Dieppe
and other renowned summer resorts
:
forms as having a chance without
I presents a forlorn appearance.
of the collision and that number
PERSONS
ARE
38
.
32 had Just started mnvlnir. .
Meanwhile, the smaller houses, Deing doped.
A short time ago, after a race on
A FREE
iow having their Innings, are busy
KILLED AND 137
Other passengers who escaped
J
so one of the provincial track
and
frills,
frocks
fresh
near
designing
In the wreck were
without
Injury
CANNING
BOOKLET
HURT IN WRECK unable to givo a coherent
ithat no visitor need leave Paris Paris, tho stewards decided to ex
account
amine the saliva of the winner,
empty handed.
of tho disaster when they reached
has
designed
houses
Is waiting for every woman
'One of these
being suspicious of this glaring
St.
Louis.
(Continued From Page One.)
A grinding
shock,
reversal of form. But In order not
who will take the trouble to
delightful tea gowns that would
screams and a wild scramble
write and ask for it.
ally pans for dinner dresses on to bring notoriety to any trainer fects had been scattered over such safety was all that they could for
A particularly n case their suspicions were un a
occasions.
This Department of Agricullliany
wide area.
out in founded, they decidod to have the
ture booklet explains the modfascinating model Is carried sleeves
The railroad tracks parallel the
with
saliva
of
winged
satin
nil
six
starters analyzed.
ern Improved method of putyellow
and a pointed train of gold lace.
They were all found to be doped. Mississippi river and the trestle on
ting up fruit and vegetables so
The owners were not molested, as which the disaster occurred spans
Handbags of soft charmeuse,
that they will keep perfectly.
REGQRD liJ
with large clasps either of Ivory, the stewards decided that no un Glalse creek where it" enters the
It also gives tested roclpes
tortoise shell or platinum set with fair advantage was taken of the river. As a result, a report was
for preserves, butters. Jellies,
pushed others.
diamonds, are also beingwhile
conserves and marmalades.
current that a number of bodies
the
along as Paris souvenirs
S
During the canning season
T
IS
The inhabitants of France are were hurled into the Mississippi.
leading houses are busy at the
no kitchen should be without
threatened with a general rise of There was no way of verifying
this
authoritative help to
shape, these zii per cent in thcoBt,of living this report, however.
Ot flat envelope
housewives.
Iiack of Proper Ught
before winter sets in, according to
hags are' very convenient for everySend
a copy today. Enred
of
made
Rescue
work wa3 lnterferred
the official at the prefecture of
SET
body's use. Some are
ELLIOTT close twofor cents
In stamps for
or blue Russian leather, designed the, Seine whoso duty it la to col- with a lack of proper light. This
return postage. Write your
to hang by a cord which slips over
lect statlstU-- on prices
of raw little village Is without electricity
name
to
and address clearly on
the arm. They are big enough
materials, food, clothes, rent, etc., and tho rescue workers and morthe lines of the Coupon.
CotatI, Calif., Aug.. 6. Frank
contain all that Is necessary for a with a view of foretelling proba- bidly curious rnadjj their way
with powder pulfs, ble future prices.
set
Elliott
a
new
mass
of twisted steel
world's record for
among the
The prlco of meat Is nountIng, and crumbled wooden coaches by nuy miles on a board speedway
lip stick, rouge, eyebrow pencil and
FREDERIC J. HA SKIN,
and chilled meat from North and the aid of kerosene torches arid here today when the won the Coother cosmetic accessories.
tatI sprint race in 25 minutes, '19
D.'rector.
so lights on sticks.
South America), about which
record
0
containing
The
a
has
France
Thousands of persons visited
seconds. Elliott made an
Albuquerque Journal Inmuch was heard Just before
the
formation Bureau, Washthe names of several thousand war. Is now never mentioned. Its nere late lat night and today to average speed of 117 2 miles an
Frenchmen and foreigners, among
ington, D. C:
roads were nour. lommjr. Milton was second
Importation has been mado Impos view the wreck and-th- e
I enclose herewith two cents
whom are frdm 500 to 600 Amer- slble hy the recent custom duties. blocked for a radius of three and Eddie Hearne third.
the
considered
by
are
in stamps for return postage
The former record for 60 miles
icana; who
Clothing, which had dropped miles. Dr. Hull, who was among
on a free copy of the Canning
managements of, gambling casinos
considerably below war prices, is the first at the wreck, told tho was held by Ralph do Palma, vete-ra- n
Associated Press that bodies
as undesirables around the gamb- expected to Increase again.
ot
Itnlian pilot. Ho made the Booklet.
record, comprises
dead were found ,100 feet from the mark at Sheepshcad Bay, N Y
ling table. The one
Inch thick,
Name
scene of the accident.
One body on Juno 14, 1919, when ho negoa volume about
TEW
BUILDING PLAXVED
newa
whenever
consulted
was
and Is
Tho Dr. burled waist deep in a bog. tiated the distance in 26 minutes,
Clayton, N. M., Aug. 6.
Street
W.
comer applies for admittance.
23
of
coroner
Elders,
George
and
Star Engineering
of
seconds.
company
Jerry
Jefferson county, said a thorough Wonderlich was fourth, Bennett
The list of names Is made-u- p
has
another
Wichita,
Kans.,
signed
Interior
City.
by the ministry of the all the contract with tho Four States Investigation of the accident would Hill fifth and Art Klein sixth.
Al Molcher wns in
from reports made by of
Seed company, of Clayton, by Mr. be made.
State
seventh
playmade
up
French casinos,
A. A. Henneman In
place and Harry Hartz was eighth.
of the
ers who are not welcomed by the Clayton division, and charge
Denver for st. i.ons rxrov dfpot
Jimmy Murphy, whilo in
managements.
SCENE
Ot1
IS
A
HORROP.
lead at an average of 119 miles the
yarlous
another office building with sales
an
, Grouchy losers predominate on rooms to be located at
hour
at one tlmo was forced to TANNING INDUSTRY IS
corner
the
St. Louis. Mo., Aug. 6 (by the drop out In the
the list. It also Includes persons,
of
In
Main
and
Front
streets
Claynineteenth lap with
well, who ton. This
THREATENED BY DUTY
habitually dining too when
building is to be built Associated Press)The union sta- au?t!!ippe1 tlre' the rubber of
winare loudlv exuberant
of red brick 5yith wide show win- tion here was a scene of horror which Jammed his brake band.
ON HIDES, SAYS WALSH
vituperative dows in the sales room.
32
this
as
number
trains
ning and. equally
morning
Elliott also won the ino.mii
It Is to and number four
fate when they are losing. have two rooms.
in with race in 53 minutes.
pulled
against
His average
.. Casino
the survivors and victims of tne speed was 113
managers detest noisy
(Br The Associated Preas.)
miles per hour.
bad losers.
Washington,
Aug. 6. Senator
Sulphur Springs disaster.
in the race We overcame
players and especially barred
Early
are
the Walsh of Massachusetts, who Is to
Relatives and friends of vic lead .of Jimmy
Many of the players of
reswho
Murphy,
was
LITTLE
their
TALKS ON THRIFT tims stormed the gates at the forced to
the democratic opposition to
prominent members
make three tire changes. lead
high
the duty on hides which Will be
train sheds and pleaded with the Driving the entire
pective communities, ranking
race without a considered
busiand
of
finance
senate this week,
world
to
In the
police
permit them entrance, change he
the finish line declared, inbya thestatement
Faces reflecting the terror of all with Murphycrossed
ness in France and other coun-trie- By S W
tonight
a close second.
... CTOiiia d - u
that the effect of this duty would
.anticipated death or injury, peer
Milton
Tommy
took
American
third
for
Is
bigThrift.
th
place.
Society
be the destruction of the 700 in
ed through the grating in an effort Hill was fourth. Klein
The month of August
fifth and
year.
to catch glimpses of the shrouded Hearne sixth.
gest gambling month of the IIoul-gatdependent tanning establishments
e
five cents should not be
PVEN
Cabourg,
over the country and the extension
as
were
bodies
to
woit
Dieppe.
taken
Peavllle,
they
and
of the packers' monopoly of the
and tho other Normandy now
naaicui AlCiilcmucr, nib ttiuuiuuuiira,
FINANCIER
Ambukinees were backed to the PHOENIX
it Is the interest on one dollar for
tanning industry.
Brittany seaside resorts are
r
"A vote for a duty on hides Is a
in full awing.
soaches when the trains arrived
DIES AT SAN DIEGO
almost an
of
cent
25
levies
per
vote
a
vote
for
und
to
the injured rushed
Thestate
packers and
Phocnl, Ariz., Aug. 6. Emil against thetheinterest
and prosperity
the profits of the casinos, while
year."
This statement
they
Miss Lennle Walker, a waitress, Ganz, chairman of the board of of the tanning, bact and shoo and
the municipal palites In which
directors
of
7 to 15
National
tho
from
assess
Bank
of
are situated
leather industries, as heretofore
recently was 19 years old. of St. Louis was a Arizona, and' one of the
arleading conducted, and an invitation tothe
local, financiers of the
per cent, according to local
made by one heroine of the telescoped
died
state,
at
San
to exploit, crush and derangements..
according lo isnow paHsengera
o'clock this packersnumerous
VCB lul"!She was a passenger on the third DJego, Calif., at 6
small and inde
stroy
to
morning,
reaccording
French
word
lest and mostcar from the rear of the local
The expulsion from .the
industries competing with
pendent
ceived
sons
here
by
trainHe
was
fl-,
today.
successful
most
successful
turf of the
train, a steel constructed coach 85
old. The deceased served eacjh other in the tanning of hides,
er of the season for doping, and
nanciers in the which was thrown from the train as years
postmaster at Cedartown, Ga., the manufacture of leather prod
the
Of
occurred.
crash
the
the investigation of other cases
when'wnen
world
the James Buchanan ad- ucts, said senator Walsh.
now under way, have brought to
odd Passengers in this car during
ministration and was a member of
ha witnessed thlrty
the adMjfiS Walker and tw0 men were the tho
light the extent to which to
confederate
No fewer than thirty different
army, serving
thorhis secretary
ministering of stimulants
pers(,ns not seriously injured throughout the war. Ho was
throe chemicals have been discovered in
0y temporarily
out five or
disabled.
Thoy times mayor of Phoenix.
paying
oughbreds has gone in France. The
r.
cents where it cleared the coach of all injured
practice of doping is an invention
which the French generously con
'before other
cede to American origin.
Speaking of tho disaster, Mlsa
- 8. W STRAUS
French racing sheets openly
saia:
waste to him. iwamer
RELIEF HEAD RETURNS FROM RUSSIA
"The eoaeh landed nn the side 1
charge American trainers with be
Perhaps if we were to analyze was sitting on and I was not
ing responsible for its Introduction In France. The practice has the great success wf this man thrown as were those sitting on
become bo general that trainers do we would find that his keen ap- tho opposite side. When I found
not discriminate between apparhad only been shaken and
and consistent applica- bruised
and
I was not
ently outclassed extreme outsiders preciation
tion
of
the principle involved in climbed out throughfrightened
a window of
that need the injection of "pep"
on
his
and horses figuring
racing
kindlly rebuke to his subor- the upper Bido to see if the wreck
dinate associate was the real se- was catching fire. I tnen crawi
cret of his rise to wealth and pow- cd back 'and helped remove the
er.
His statement was not inlured."
Miss Walker refused medical
prompted by any narrow motives aid and went to her home iihma
of
the
miser.
Ths diately after arriving in Bt. Louis.
suggestive
The mail car of train number
point he had in mind was that
the deliberate waste of even a four was a charna'l house on
wheels. Fifteen dead, 13 of whom
very small amount is reprehensi- were
w.omen and children, were

.
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It's toasted. This
no extra process
gives a rare and
delightful quality
Impossible to
duplicate.

Guaranteed by

Full-bodi- ed

The clean, clear, golden
color of Texaco Motor Oil
proves its purity.
Better engine performance shows thatyourmotor
needs these
full-bodi-

ble, and has ultimate effects far
in excess of tho amount immediately involved.
Thrift, in its broadest aspects, is
efficiency; and there can be no
efficiency where there is deliberate waste.
The story is told of a boy who
begged his father for a certain
toy costing $200, to which ths
father replied: "Son, which would
you rather have, this plaything or
one dollar a month for life?" And
the boy- - wisely chose the latter.
What the father'had in mind was
that the $200 could be invested to
yield $12 a year plus a lesson in
thrift worth many, many times

that amount.
When ws are tempted to waste
even th smallest amounts, let us
remember these points and profit
by them.

Journal Want Ads Brln
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Q. How is the percentage of
baseball teams arrived at? F. F.
A. To determine the percentage
of games won and lost, divide tho
total of games won and lost into
the number won. In all cases
where the remaining fraction Is
one-haor over, a point is added
to the average.
What
denomination is iho Lit-tl- o
Q.
Church Around the Corner? A.
F. F.
A. This Is an Episcopal church,
the real name of which is the
Church of tho Transfiguration.
Q. What presidents of the Fnlt- cd States were tho sons of preach- ers? ir. K. I.
A. Chester A. Arthur, Grover
Cleveland and Woodrow Wilson
are presidents who were sons of
ministers of the Gospel. ,
Q. What is tho nature of the
court in Washington known as the
court of claims? C. E. P.
A. The court of claims was es- tabhshed by congress in 1855. It
consists of a chief Justice and four
Judges, and holds annual sessions
in Washington. It has Jurisdiction
over all claims except pensions
founded upon the constitution or
the laws of congress, or upon arty
contract,
or Implied,
expressed
with the government of the United
States. Jt does not include war
claims. It adjudicates cases in
which the United States is a

Four ridei light, medium,
heavy and
extra-heav-

Results,

help-arrive-

piled in heaps on mail sacks. Seven survivors lay with the dead.
One a woman
occupied a cot
alongside eight female victims.
Willing hands helped carry the
injured to ambulances as spectators seeking loved ones scanned
their faces. The dead in the mail
car were hauled to the city" morgue
in a furniture van,
A backward glance out of car
windows proved fortunate for W.
E Foster of llernn, Illinois, wno
Jumped from one of the coaches
of number 32 a moment before
the rear end collision.
Foster said he looked back and
saw number four rounding a curve
back of number 82 at a high rate
of speed. He shouted a warning,
ran to a vestibule and leaped out.
Foster said he wns sliding down
the embankment away from the
track as number four crashed into
the train ahead. The coach from
which Foster made his escape was
demolished.
Foster declared the engineer of
number 32 was attempting to ge!
his train in motion at the moment

I
III.

'

jRunUvHth'
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Q. Why was Henry Clay's wife
burled crosswise at his feet? J
K. D.
A. The superintendent of Lexington cemetery says that owing
to the space in the vault and in
accordance with the wishes of the
family, the body of Mrs. Clay was
placed in this position.
Q. What Is the Rialto of New
York? II. ,T. T.
A. The Rialto, the
meeting place
of the theatrical profession
in populous centers, was first applied in
New York to the section of Fourteenth street between
and Fourth avenue, but Broadway
has now
been extended to the portion of
Broadway between Fortieth and
Fiftieth streets.
Q. Has an instance-- ever been
known of a person's hnvlng more
than 13 ribs? ir. J. T.
A. Very rarely the ribs are more
or less numerous than normal, but
a not unusual deformity is the
of the anterior end of
the tenth rib so that it too is a
rib.
floating
Q. When were roller skates
II. D.
A. The roller skate was patented in France as early as 1819, but
it was not perfected in its present
form until 1874.
J.WUI any chemical melt or
soften glass? p. c.
A. Glass can not be melted or
softened by the use of a chemical.

n
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y

The principal use for radium in
the commercial world is as
a luminous material on watch and clock
dials. It is not the radium fh.
glows, but other substances which
become luminous
ot very 'minute quantitiespresence
of radium. Millions of' watches and
clocks have been thus treated and
hardly a third of an ounce of radium has been used in the production of the luminous mnterini in
In-t-

quired.

'
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Women

A soluble Antiseptic Powder
to be dissolved m
Water as Needed.

'

breadwinners or whose husbands
As a medicinal
antiseptic fof
had fallen on the field of battle douches In
treating catarrh,
should be given the vote.v
nosel
matlon or ulceration of inflamj
throat, tnd that caused by femlnlni
Ills it aa no equal. For ten yeari
the t,ydla E. Plnkham Mediclnw CoJ
has recommended Paxtine in theltj
private correspondence with worn
en, which proves its superiority!
Women who have been cured say it
is "worth its weight in gold." At

dnrists, BOo.

are usually due to straining
when constipated.
Nujol beinjr mj lubricant'
keeps, the food waste soft
and therefore
prevents
straining. Doctors prescribe
because
it not only
Nujol
soothes the suffering of
piles but relieves the irritation, brings comfort and
helps to remove themA

large

box,

orbymaiE

C. H. CARNES
6PEC1AIJST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
.
.

Phone

107

Nujol ia:

1057--

L U M B E It

,lubricant not
,a medicine or
laxative
so
cannot cripe.
Try it today.

GLASS
CEMENT

?

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

r
HE GUARANTEE ROOFING CO.

th

Invites your attention to the following facts:
" ;
1.
The continued Trry heat has taken the life out of
your
roof and caused it. to crack and the seams to open.
2.
It Is more economical to have it
now than when
the rains cause a rush- on repairs. repaired
We have had twenty-fiv- e
years experience in roof
have
been in NeW Mexico fifteen years, and think we work,
stay
and repair all kinds of roofs and give you a five may guaryear'
antee on materials and work, also lay new roofs and
'repair
old ones,
;

9.

3.

THE GUARANTEE ROOFING CO.
Bo

s
;

;

Left to right, Colonel Haskell, Mary Haskell, Mrs. Haskell and Wm. Jr.'
Col.' William Haskell, head of the American relief administration In
Russia, has returned to this country with his family. He spent the last
year in Russia directing the alleviation of the destitute people. Condi-tiohave so improved that ho is able to return to this country for
---conf awee yHh
r
r- -".
Stwtarjr of Commerce Hoover.

ns

'

M. Stamboulisky.

Prmicr Stamboulisky of Bulgaria,
In an address before the agrricul.
turists' annual congress in Sophia,
declared that women who were

6,

1,

m

Phone tot.

The most uconomlcal, cleansing amjf
Kcrinicmm or an antiseptics is f,

Bas-tia-

--

f

-

!

two of the most
closely fought matches ever seen
in the. finals of a western tennis
tournament, John Hennossy of Indianapolis, three times Indiana
state champion, won the western
singles championship
paired
with Walter Wesbrook and,
of Detroit
his opponent in the singles, defeated Ralph Burdlck and Fritz
n
of Indianapolis, national
court doubles champion for clay
tho
western doubles title. In the singles Hennessey defeated Wesbrook
The singles
I, 11-finalists won the doubles.
As a result of their
aouoies
and
victory. ,Wesbrook
nennessey win he sent to the national doubles championship at the
Longwood cricket club at Boston
late this month as representatives
of the Western Tennis association.!
'5-- 7.

BOYS' CAMP'CTX)SES.

Raton, N. M., Aug. 6. The boys'
camp at Ute Park closed a very
successful season on July 2. Tho
girls came in the same day and
started in with the same equipment. The girls are working In
groups with a leader for each
Each morning the girls take a
hike. The afternoons are spent in
handicraft, swimming and games
Nature study classes are proving
very interesting. The evening camp
fire Is a special feature of the girls'
camp, each group
entertainment for one furnishing
night. One all
was
hike
day.
taken to the
sades. A field day was held paliand
the Dawson girls, who are camping near, were Invited to take
part.

The Pax ton Toilet Co.. Boston, Mas:

WINNER OF
WESTER NJIET HONORS
4

.

,

1

HENNESSY

Aus'
..Phag0v
Press). In

"

Product

,SavekwitH
Texaco Motor

Texaco Gasoline

PREMIER
OUT FOR
WOMAN SUFFRAGE

VJ.aL

COMPANY,

Tixnt Pttnltiim

27J,

Clty4-Phon-

e

1855--

3

SHERMAN CARMONY, Prop.

Farm Machinery

MmaM
y-

MOTOR OIL
'THt TEXAS

lt

.

ed

oils.

J BULGAR
COMES

,

i

Cigarette

CleanXlezr.snd

(Any reader can get the answer to any question by writing
the Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Frederick J. Has-kidirector, Washington, D. C.
This offer applies strictly to InThe bureau cannot
formation.
give advice on legal, medical and
financial matters. It 'does not attempt to settle domestia troubles,
nor undertake exhaustive research
on any subject. Write your question plainly and briefly.
Gty
full name and address and enclose two cents in stamps for reAll replies are
turn postage.
sent direct to the Inquirer.)

Bea-Bld- e.

1

THE OTHER
WON'T, PRINT

When Safford fought with
Carl Magee, bystanllf rS climbed
the nearest tree. Much fistic
but.
talent was displayed,
neither seemed the least dismayed. A knqwlng smile crons-e- d
Hirbbell's lip Elfego Baca
felt his hip: Hugh Williams
yelled, "You battling Hazards,
soak ,each other In the gizzards." And A. A. Sena was
aghast to see his. boss so flabbergast. Joe Sena seemed to
Jealous grow that someone else
had pulled a show. The supreme
court, without
division, prepared to give a quick decision,
so that the outcome might be
known before a score of years
had flown A blow took Carlos
In the ear, and J. II. Wagner
gave a cheer. When one got
Eddie In the eye standpatters
gave an anguished sigh. Then
J. II. Watt with pleasant mein,
drove his hearse Into the sceno.
The combat comes at InBt to
end. The flghtors slowly homeward wend. And then, as swift
as axle
arrives the
grease,
Santa Fe police. A move Is on
In Santa Fe to make that date
a holiday, and place this tablet
on a tree: "Here Safford fought
with Carl Magee."

1

I

v

ft
ONE-POE-

PAPERS

and
An ntmosnhere of peace
in the Hue de la
quiet now reigns
noors 01
Palx.

'August 7, 1922

We're distributors in ihis territory ifor International
Harvester Farm Machinery the best the kind
you can always get replacement parts for.

RA"IFABE ; & M AUGER
WE
IT"
IT'S HARDWARE,

FIRST and COPPER

r

k

'

HAVE

,

PHONE 305

.

I

s URVIVORS
VIVID

DRAW

PICTURE

.OF M. P. CRASH

UAJOR LEAGUES LIES BETWEEN
LOUIS AND GOTHAM CLUB

Last BoHy Is Removed From
the Debris at Sulphur
Springs; Work of ClearBegun

ing Up Wreckage

treat.)

Sulphur Springs, Mo., Aug. 6
(by the Associated Press) Karl"
today tho last body was removed
from the debris of the wreck resulting from the rear end collision
railroad
on the Missouri Papific
hero Saturday night. A group of
rescuers, kerosene torches lighting their way, came down the
track to the little railroad station
with the inert figure on a litter,

of the
improvised from boards
splintered wreckage.
Work then was started In clearing up the debris. This afternoon
piles of debris were all that was
left to tell the story of tho dis'

aster.

Survivors drew a vivid picture
of the accident. A blast from the
whistle from the speeding limited
around a
told of its approach
curvo along the high
towering
bluffs, and this caused a few, who
had alighted from the local to look
back nervously.
Rushing around the curve came
the fast passenger train. Then
came the roar of the crash, cries
of women and moans of men, and
the craggy bluffs overlooking the
Mississippi jere shaken by the
impact. ,
The rear coach was hurled down
the embankment on the far' side
of the creek. The next two cars,
across
standing on the ontrestle embank-,
the
Olaise creek and
ment were crushed and splintered.
The fourth tumbled down the incline north of the creek.
The roof of one of the demolished cars fell, spanning the creek,
and afforded a bridge, for the rescuers.
Where the day coaches of the
local had stood across the trestlo,
now stood the steel cars of the
limited flyer. The locomotive had
plowed its way through more than
half the length of the halted train,a
behind a car compressed into
a
space of about ten feet, against
coach which seemingly was unin'

jured.
what wa3
Engineer Glenn saw before
the
Ho Jumped
coming.

blow. His name U listed among
the dead.
.
From the cars, which had rolled
down the embankment, no soundso
came at first. Then, as an
to the road of escaping
agonized
came
shouts,
steam,
From
cries and tortured moans.
overturned
the windows of the
the survivors,
crawled
coaches
their faces bore puzzled expressions which at another time would
have been ludicrous.
Those who crawled alone from
the cars, realizing that they had
beleft their friends or relatives
hind, turned to explore the wreckagAfter the first darted' moment
realization came, and the survivors,
tho "m'Jf1
the passengers frouf from
the
train, and the people
town, attracted by the noise,
rushed to lend aid.
Cries f the wounded attracted
wore taken
the rescuers. Bodies
It cpuld
out as tHey were found. were
dend
not be tojd whether they
wounds.
or unconscious from their
tne
irmke
to
Night descended
The dead
task more difficult.
were laid In rows in the ground
of
near thevstation, on Inthe porchbagempty
and
store
a,
W. Hull of Sulgage cars. Dr. W. the
first person
was
phur SpringsSoon
after the crab
,o arrive.
to the
he was administeringhanded,
he
wounded, and e single
the arbefore
treated twenty-fivwith a
rival of the wreck train
De Soto.
corps of doctors from
obli-gat-

.'

'

BALLOONS ENTERED IN
GORDON BENNETT RACE
RISE FROM THE GROUND

'

Kitty

(BY THE ASSOCIATE! PKKSS.)
New York, auk.
uounuing duo to the. irreslstablo combinaint otho homO
stretch of the tion of. brilliant twirling with
4
season, the outcome of the pen- heavy hitting. McKechnio has put
nant races in both major leagues renewed fighting spirit Into the
'
apparently has resolved Itself Into Pirates who have climbed to
a test of endurance, between the fourth place, within a game of
rival New York and! St. Louis Chicago. The decisive beatings
clubs. Mathematically, several oth- they handed the Giants ill four
er clubs figure in the running., straight games recalled tho series
with Detroit and Pittsburgh show- at the Polo grounds in I!i21 when
ing particular strength , at pres- tho New Yorkers practically put
ent in their respective leagues, Pittsburgh out of the race with
but they have only an outside five defeats iiv a row.
chance to upset calculations.
Ty Cobbs' men ran their string
.The Giants, with their pitching of victories to eight before' Bosfitaff cracking bartly under the ton checked tho streak Saturday,
attack of Pittsburgh and showing rilletto who beat the Yankees
1
only slightly better form against twice in the last series was easy
Chicago, lost the advantage they for the Hugmcn today.
Washington, with stellar pitchgained in the St. Louis series and
dropped into second pkice Fri- ing, showed a winning percentwere
while tho White Sox and
Cardinals
the
whllo
age,
day
Philadelphia. The cham- Cleveland slumped.
treeing
Cincinnati dropped back to the
pions climbed right tck tho next
day, however, and although beat- second division us Pittsburgh aden today by the Cubs, hold the vanced while Brooklyn's pitchers
lead by two points. Meeting the helped the team obtain an even
emergency in his hurling corps, break in six games.
the team's vulnerahlo spot most , Among the outstanding individof the season, McOraw has ac- ual feats of the week was Rogers
twenty-eight- h
home
quired Hugh McQuillan' from Bos- Hornsbys'
ton and Scott, formerly with the run ot tho season, which broke
Braves and Cincinnati, who won the national league mark ot 27,
his first start for the Giants Fri- made by Krt Williamson, ot the
old Chicago Nationals in 1884.
day.
1
t ,
The week's record in each major
Displaying more consistent batof
won
time
and
.at
league
games
any
played,
ting strength than
this season and with their hurlers, lost, together with runs, hits and
k
especially. Bush and Shawkey, in errors, Including games of Satgood form, the Yankees are hot urday, Is as follows:
National.
on the trail of the Browns in the
r.7 W. Ji. R. II. E.
west, with the narrow margin of
4 35 85 10
3
one game separating them. Both New Yorl
1 26 51
tl
clubs won today, the Yankees tak- St. Louis
2
3 31 63
6
ing the opening game of a series Chicago
B
2
.
4
.
.
Iti 56
at Detroit, where they lost four Cincinnati
i
.
0
0 46 61
.
,
leader,
row
tho
in a
and'
Pittsburgh
league
3
3
21 58 10
0
on
invasion.
the
last
Brooklyn
ship
3 20 53
8
1
Tho Browns despite loose field- Philadelphia
5 fl
9
4 10 3J
ing and the absence of two of Boston
their stars, George Sisler and
in
W.
L.
P.
R. II. EJ
Hank Severeld, because of
7
1 41 68 15
Phyllis Reed.
juries showed no indication of St. Louis
C
2
McAllister. "It was his accent
36
68 !l
New.
...
York
swift
their
pace.
(By Central Tress)
relinquishing
49 87
7
9
Chicago, Aug. 6. Lost, strayed o which first attracted me, but 1
Heavy hitting by their home run Detroit
cute
5 or missing, one man, one
did think his swearing was a little
14 36
6
star, Williams, was an outstand- Chicago
bit Incongruous with his intellect7
68 S8 12
show girl and $100,000.
Cleveland
ing feature of their play.
26 62
4
Police hero aro on the trail of ual pretensions. That's what made
Detroit and Pittsburgh showed Washington ... 7'
, 7
the most consistent records of the Boston
175(1 7 the elusive trio, but to date haven't me suspicious."
Police believe that
Ferguson
25 65 3 even come close to catching "P
week in their respective circuits, Philadelphia .. 7
with a single corner' of this tri may lie in Utica, N. Y., to which
or In
was
ills
traced,
baggage
city
angle.
1
Itaymond W. Ferguson, tmiiuer Ilion where his wife's relatives
PROSPERITY IS "JUST
WORLD'S, 2 FRENCH
of "New Idea Homes," is the miss- live.
Put the missing are still missAROUND THE CORNER,"
ATHLETIC RECORDS ARE ing ruan. Phyllis Heed, Marigold
Gardens show girl, is the missing ing, tho police are still searching
CLAIM OF MERCHANTS
BROKEN IN THE TRIALS piece of feminity, and the "hun- rind prospective homo owners have
,
dred thou" oh! that was depos- seen their dreams go up in a puff
(By Tbc Associated Treu.)
(By Tha Anwriuted Treat.)
ited with Ferguson
by trusting of smoke.
0.
6
New York, Aug.
A telegraphIn the trials yes- home builders, according to poParis, Aug.
lice.
ic business survey by the Journal terday for the women's internaPolice do not believe that Miss
of Commerce, indicates that the tional athletic meet to be held
in Ferguson's
20, ono world's record and Ueed Is involved
leading dry goods merchants of August
alleged to be In a
French records were broken. financialbutaffairs, believe
tho country agree that prosperity two
she might
they
Miss Therese Laloz made the 100 tangle,
"SERVICE COUNTS
is "just around the corner." Sucn
be ablo to give information as to
In 15
hurdles
yard
seconds,
exwhereabouts.
his
are
sentiments
particularly
lowering the old record of 15
hex
At tho Marigold Gardens
pressed by the leaders in the sou- Miss Lenoir broko tho French
show girls say they
companion
women
meters
for
record
by
thern merchandising fields in the
of Miss Reed
two fifths ot a second, her time be- have heard nothing
general business survey.'
seventeen and for some time. Police aro quite
three
minutes,
ing
The merchant has "been unwil- two fifths seconds.
sure they haven't heard anything
ling to buy for distant .requireMiss Decrozo covered the 300 of Ferguson.
into Ferguments due largely to the general meters
Tho investigation
in 45 5 seconds,
son's affairs started at tho request
uncertainty existing. Not until one second from the old clipping
French
of E. C. Hart, president of the
prices have adjusted themselves to
what appears to be a stable basis record.
Fidelity bank, In which Ferguson
will the merchants be tempted to
carried an account. This came
had
stock up their shelves as they have GOVERNMENT
EXPENSES, after Mrs. Donald McAllister and
in times past.
'
become suspicious of Ferguson
DOWN
ARE
BEING
CUT
ar;r H
This situation, according to the
payments
refused further
IV
survey, is rapid
PHONE
changing.
giving the "homo builder" $1,200
(By The Asuociatpd Trend.)
It is especially evident in that
down.
beautiful
most
Washington,' Aug. 6 Budget buthe .merchants aro having no
had
the
"He
trouble with credits and are able reau pruning knives are rapidly Harvard accent, and ho wore In
to obtain all the bank backing clipping down the estimates of gov- beautiful Bostonese," cays Mrs.
expenditures for the fiscal
they desire. It is declared that ernment
3, 000, 000. 000
1924 to the
merchandising sondllions for the year
next nine months are unusually mark, it was said tonight at the MOVIE STARS SHAKEN
Some s&y that if but one treasury.
bright.
Brigadier General Lord, of the
half of the present prospeat for
UP; SLIGHTLY HURT
budget, expects to have.rcady for
business Is realised
the coming submission
to President" Harding
season will be bettor than it was
(Bj Tho AMoclated Trem.)
r
by the latter part of this week a
last year.
Idaho,' Aug. 6. But
Victor,
the.
statement
of
probpreliminary
able requirements of tho spending
presence of mind, Mary MibMHOPE IS HELD OUT FOR
departments of the government for Mlnter might, have suffered serthe next fiscal year.
President ions disfigurement at 3 o'clock
AN EARLY SETTLEMENT
Harding has announced that he this afternoon whon sho was
OF SOFT COAL STRIKE will not eend .to congress any estimates exceeding the probable re- thrown into 8 window in the vesof tho government, which tlbulo of her private railroad car
ceipts
l'r"M.
Amoclated
Tilt
(By
have been put at $3,198,000,000.
by the jai of n. switch engine at
Cleveland, O., Aug. 6 (by the AsThrowing up
figure Is .about $600,000,000 this palntA today.
sociated Press.) Hope for an early This
less than the authorized expendi- her arms "the potite blonde star
settlement or the nation wide soft tures
cor- Players-Laskfor the current fiscal year.
of the Famous
coal strike 5'as held out tonight
escaped with a severeporatlon
L.
of
the
John
Lewis,
by president
cut on her .left arm and numerUnijted Mine Workers of America, REPORT OF REFEREE
ous scratches and bruises about
who declared he was optimistic as
TO
IN DIVORCE CASE
her body.
to the possible results of confer- '
Tom Moore, who plays leading
ences between union leadej-anl
BE SUBMITTED OCT. 1 roles opposite
Miss Mlnter,
tohere
which
begins
operators
i
severe bruises about the
.
morrow.
Asanclnlcd
The
Treat.)
(By
head.
Patricia Palmer sustained
New York, Aug. 6. A report ft injuries to her back and possible
'
action
divorce
in
the
the
referee
internal
injuries, and Viola Dan- PRIMARY IN OHIO TO
by James A. Stillman, iols whs also considerably bruised.
brought
U.
hi
Stillman,
Anne
BE HELD ON TUESDAY against
wife,
in the party
All rf th'e twenty-fiv- e
will be Submitted , In court October wo- -; bndly shaken up.
Atwas
announced
today.
1,
it
a
i
due to!
V..
believed
accident
Th
Aiaocidled Prm.)
(By
the mistake of the engineer of
Columbus, Ohio, Aug. 6 (bythe torneys for both' sides stipulated
should
D.
Olcason
J.
Associated Press) The wet and that Keferee
the. switch engine who thought he
granted two additional months was backing into a "Y" for the
dry issue played the major role bo
The
In today's political activity in pre- in which to complete his Inspecpurpose of turning around.
tion of the testimony, t'he report players were waiting to start their
paration for Ohio's primary elec- is
Court
to be tiled with Supreme
tion Tuesday. In' some sections of.
tall journey to Los Angeles after
tho state, whilo ministers from Justice Morschausers in .Yonkers, spending six weeks in Jackson
Y.
N.
taking-scene- s
Holo
for the film.' ..
their pulpits were urging support
. ,
of candidates for state office enn
ADMIUATj SFBIU'-dies.
now
dorsed by the
The British civil, service
leaguo,
San Diego, Calif., Aug. 6. P.ear costs the nation six "times as much
persons on the outside filled tha
reIT.
S.
uns
N.,
church-goerAdmiral Uriel Sebree,
automobiles with
as It did before tho war.
signed campaign literature strong- tired, at ono time commander of
n
home
at
his
died
the
Pacific
the
fleet,
ly
attacking
Vegetarians get wrinkles sooner
indorsed Wt'Coronado .tonight.
league and tho candidates
than those who hve on a mixed
'
by it.
fo one medical
the
This literature advised
Eureka, Calif., claims the dis- man.
church-goer- s
were
west
that they
being tinction of being the farthest
n
hoodwinked by . the
Water systems are used on CG
city on the mainland of the United
'
,,
league.
States.
farms in this country.

jtm& Wimm

m
1

1

i

when they reach a highef altitude
may be driven southeastward
.they
towai'd
The Am-

Constantinople.
erican balloonists were given an
ovation as they rose In thp air, by
a largo contingent of. American
visitors in the grandstand.
Experts believe there will be
no landings reported Inside of 48
hours.
.

DEGREES POSTED
(By Tba Associated Prrs.)

El Paso, Texas, Aug. 6. Decrees from the Mexican department of agriculture have been
posted In Juarez and other Mexico towns which prohibit tho killing ot deer, antelope and crane.
Wholesale slaughter of animals
and birds has been responsible
for the new rulings of- - tho departments, local officials of th.;
Mexican government declare.
Hunters have slaughtered Mexican gamo on such huge scales
that nw.y species are about to
be obliterated and many already
have become extinct, it is sai.i.
"Until further notice," tho decree
from the department reads, "if
shall bo Illegal in Mexico to hunt
or kill antelope, deer and craney,
since these animals and birds are
threatened vjith extinction."
Ttia order 'states that it will be
Illegal to hunt larks,
grouse,
pheasants and prairio chickens,
and a native bird known as chal- cnaiaoas, between April 1. and
Septemher 30 of each year. The
chalchalacas is a small bird similar to a snipe or plover. All city,
state and federal officers are

City Ball Dope
The Albuquerque Brewrs yesterday defeated the Stanley team by
a score of 11 to 4. Brangle of the
Browns got a home run. Batteries: Browns, Jordan and Roybal;
Stanley, Douglas and Estes.

i!

FOSTER IS RUN OUT OF
DENVER AND COLORADO
Colo., Aug. 6. William
Foster, alleged president of the
''
society, was lun
out of Denver and
Colorado today
I'.v state i angers under direction
of
Adjutant
General p. J. ilamiock.
I'oster Is said to have been disguised when he reached Denver
late this afternoon by train from
S: It Lake
City.
Federal agents
and detectives have been trailing
him for fcveral days, it win said.
He slipped through the
guards and
reached a hotel here, where rangers discovered him. They confiscated his suit case, said to have contained I. W. W. mid bolshevist literature, and placed Foster aboard
an eastbound train. Ho was ordered not to stop in Colorado.
to General llnmrock, a
secret meeting and organization of
a branch of tho "Soviet-Russia- "
society was to have been held hero
tonight.
"Foster Is one of the most dangerous men ,ln tho country," raid
General Hamrock tonight. "We
regarded lilm ns an undesirable
and ordered him to keep moving."

HEALTH OR A
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For less than a dollar you can buy r
hook that is just
off the press, that
. tells how a roan
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GET QUICK AND SURE RESULTS

V
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Street
Postoffice

Classification ,
;. Number of Days

,

.Amount

Enclosed

ff

on''

5.

No matter what you want to buy, sell, rent or trade, write your want
ad on this blank, tear out and mail to The Morning Journal, Albu-

querque, New Mexico.
Name

Sf

gi

'chmind Pharmacy

Classified Advprtipmpnr
No advertisement less than 25c.
word. Advertisers must furnish
mall.

0ne

1
cent per word for eacn Bn(i
every ,ngertIoni CASII W,TH
Each Initial and group of figure to count as ono
own addresses or supply stamps for forwarding

order.

Largest Circulation Prints three times the number of Want Ads of
Any Other Paper in This Territory Gets Best Results

30

j

The ttotfwitlt' Turnover Toaster
; Turns The Toast Without
You Touching It

fo.-he-

s

'

190.000 FIRE LOSS. .
Piercp, Neb., Aug. 6. The most
destructive fire in tho history of
this villago occurred late Saturday
when flames destroyed a half
block of buildings with a resultaht
estimated loss of fl 00,000.. The
fire started In the plant of the
Farmers' Grain and Coal company,
,
, which was destroyed.
There are eleven muscles in the
human tongue.

i

Anto-Saloo-

Anti-Saloo-

I

This new Hotpoint Toaster toasts both sides of the brea'd v;ith"out hancJlingIt is made of the finest nickel finish and has the same kind of elements
that all other Hotpoint Servants have. That means that it is guaranteed.
-- If
jit wasn't we would not carry it.

Anti-Saloo-

'''.'.

With

Queen of we California Beaches"
Showt'tst Section of the fsrmoo$ fKE"
y fewstt&ctve tn?rn&to'& Jn the Jnsert,

There is a rack' tliat comes with it that sets on the top of the toaster to put
r
the toast in to keep it warm this i s detachable.
--

'

;

t

Look' for a toaster that bears the Hot point hiame. It is your protection
against an unsatisfactory purchase-- ! t is the guarantee of service.
Displayed in .our sales room you will find the complete line of Hotpoint'
.Table Servants. W,e invite you to vis it us and look them over.

-

:Ht

...

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Your Service"

he

Tu- I 8

SEND FOR
If you are 111
it will help you. If
you are in health it
will show you how
to keep your health.
Direct from
publishers.
Just say
send mo the book,
"Seven
Years of
Tuberculosis
And
How It Was Over
come."
PUF.SCOTT PKIXTIXO CO.,
Hox
!.
Vroscott, Arizona
IT.

..5

....

sev- -

yours for

is

tirto

I,

y

(Bj The Associated 1'rna.)
Geneva. Aug. 6 (by tho Assoballoonists
ciated
Press) The
competing in the Gordon Bennett
race rose from the ground this afternoon in the presence of 50,000
spectators and with favorable
weather conditions. All the balloons took the direction of South
Germany, but, it was thought,

MEXGD
SAFEGUARDED BY

Vv

called on to help enforce the ne-legulatiuns.
Foreigners last winter and
spring commented on tho large
number of doer slaughtered 'n
Chihuahua and sold at city markets in Juarez.
j)oyr were
In a majority of the
in large amounts, being
mg houses, especially where tour-in- s
stopped.
v

CUTE LITTLE CHICAGO SHOW GIRL MISSING;
BUILDING PROMOTER IS TOO, AND $100,000

BATTLE FOR PENNANT III BOTH

.

By The Assocluted

Tage Three.
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Iron Man ' McGinn ity Started

WALTER JOHNSON

9

in '93 and Is Still Going Strong

OUT

ANDB001S1I

"WE

CAMS OLOtE

Contest

Washington By Score of
8 to 4; Overflow Crowd
Sees Tigers Defeated.
St. Louis, Aug. 6. The Browns
knocked Walter Johnson oft the
rubber today and easily defeated
Washington 8 to 4, for their fourth
straight victory. Two home runs
by Tobin, one In the third Inning
with the bases filled, and another
in the seventh, featured.
Score:

...

.

9
4
9 24
S
35
Totals
x Batted for Ficinich in ninth,
in
xx Batted for Brillheart
the

h

ninth.

i

St. Louis.

AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
4

s

Cerber,

Tobin, rf
Sisler, lb
Williams, ct . ..
Jacobson, If . . .
McManus lib ..
Collins, o
Austin, 3b
Shocker, p

4
4
4

1

1

3

1

2

1

0

0

1

3
1

9

1

0

3
1
3

0,0
0
0

4

36

8

6

4"

Totals
Bv innings:

1
3
0
1
0
0
1
1

4
4

....
....

2
0

2

0
0
0
0

27 11

1

5
0

7
1
1

2
1

1

IS

02
Washington. ......1205

0

0104
1008
Har-

000
000

St. Louis
e
hits
Summary:
ris, Goslin. Homo, runs Goslin,
Tobin (2). Stolen phases Harris,
McManus.
Sacrifices ':
Sisler.
Double plays McManus, Gerber,
Gerber. McManus, Sisler.
Sislor;
Base on balls Off Johnson, 4;
Brillheart, 1. Hits Off3 Johnson,
to 5
10 in 2
Brillheart,
Losing ' pitcher Johnson. Time
2:16.
Two-bas-

New Tork. 11: Detroit, 6.
Detroit, Aug. 6. An overflow
crowd saw New York defeat Detroit, 11 to 6, in the opening gam
The
nf the series here today.
Yankees piled up a seven run
lead off rillette in the first two
were
innings and the - Tigers handnever able to overcome this
twenhis
Babe
liuth
hit
icap.
tieth home run of the year in the
sixth inning, with one man on
base, while Johnson was pitching. Score:
New York.
AB. XI. H. PO. A. E.
Witt, cf ..
3b

Dugan,
Ttuth,

It

Scott,

ss

..

43 11

.

Detroit

..

......

.Rlgney, ss
Woodall, o

1

B

1

1
2

Ofl
1
1

8
2
4
2

1

1

2

0
0

1

4

4
4
4
4
4

c...3

0
,. . ., 2
0
1
9

p.

"Cole.
zClark .
zzManion ,

27 15

4

...0

Bassler,
Pillette, p
Johnson, p

IS

2

AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

..

Heilmann, rf
Jones. 8b

I

....

0
1
0

0
0
0
1

',

1
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

2

3

0
2
0
0

0

0

1
0'

0

0

0
0
0
0

1

1

1
0

0
0

0

0

1

1
0
0
0
3

0

Totals

.. . . . . .35
6
9 27 10 2
Batted for Johnson in 6th.
Batted for Colo in 9th.
By innings:
New York
250 002 002 11

nz

,

Detroit

003 002 001

(1

e
Summary:
hits Ruth,
Pipp 3, Schang, Bush, Basslev,
Cobb. Home run Ruth. Double
Plays Pipp. unassisted; Scott,
Ward :ind Pipp; Cole, Bassler and
Blue. Base on balls Pillette, 3;
Cole, 2. Struck out By Bush, 3;
Johnson, 1. Hits Off Pillette, 5
in 2; Johnson, 4 in 4; off Cole,
6 in 8.
Losing pitcher Pilette.
Time, 2:20.
Two-bas-

Phllndclpliin, 5; Chicago, 1
g
Chicago. Aug. 6. Timely
by Philadelphia won today's
game against Chictigo 6 to 1, making the fifth straight defeat for
hit-lin-

the White Bo
started
for the locals and Courtney
fanned five battery in the first three Innings.
Then he weakened and was hit
freely. Naylor went the route for
the Athletics and held the Sox
to six hits, three of them in the
ninth Inning.
Score:
r. h. e.
Philadelphia 000 120 110 5 8 3
1 6 0
...
000
000
001
Chicago
Batteries:
aytor and Perkins;
Hodge and Pchalk,

"Courtney,

...

,

".'

twelfth.

....

Cleveland
;"

Yar-ya-

Cleveland, 3; Boston. 2
Cleveland,
Aug. 6. Cleveland
took the first game of the Boston
2
to
2, in twelve innings.
series,
Boston failed to score after the
first inning when it bunched three
hits with a pass for two runs.
Cleveland scored one in the sam8
inning while a home run by Spcak-- .
er in the eighth tied the count.
Two bases on balls and two bunts
forced in the winning tally in the

Score:
.'; Boston

..

200 000 000
ono
100 000 010

n. H.'E.
2.13

cut--f

BY HIS ASILPV

l

aujoejj,

to pitch

I

cm

0013

11

M008AW

J

Wk

Zia&d?:

TM

mj,

1

41

7 15 27

Joe- -

WsCTimnvtV

A

'

ha!

Pitched

t.Of ESSlQUAt.

.

I?

fteSss

6AH

VER&'.

lories and his ability to pitch
winning double headers.
In the year 1000, the "Iron
Man" lead the National league
hurling 41 games for
pitchers,
Brooklyn and finishing with an
he led
average of .769 in 1904 Mathew-son
the inimitable
Christy
with a percentage of .814. .
A rise hall that was delivered
form hoodin true submarine
winked the batters and he was

Boston

. .

55

47

.

F.5

4!)

lit

47

.

47
nr.

, r.n

33

fii

;.a

.802
.594
.539
.529
.520
.4S5
."72
.510

RICHER

i

B; The AMoetarea rreis.)
Michigan City, tyd.,
Aug. 6.
Benny Leonard, ' world's lightweight champion, aeparted for
New York today with $20,000 in
his pockets but with a new dental
bill to pay as a result of his
championship match with
Ever Hammer, the Chicago lightFltzsimmons'
weight in
Floyd
arena here yesterday.
.The champion was suffering
from a bruised and split chin as a

ISLETA INDIANS-WIGAME FROM

N

ML

,

I

4

ODAVS
(iAMES

Keliys, Goodyears, Diamonds

-

Loiver Than Ever

,9

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
at Boston.
Cincinnati at New York.
Chicago at Brooklyn.
St. Louis

LL BLISS

Fifth and Central.

Phone 823

3;

a

Ul!

1

12 10

Two-bas-

....

n.

1

Hol-loch- er

T

Make Your Dollar

The;

lUNTAIIfl

IS

T

HE purchasing power of a 'dollar bill Has slirunk'
considerably in the last ten years. There has never
been a time when discriminate bhyinsf paid bicker

dividends. "

.

'

V

.

m

Every 'day this newspaper .contains information that you
should have to increase your buying power, the ad
yertisements are intimate little lessons in avery-'da- y
economy. They teach you how, vhen and for what'
v
'
your dollar will go farthest.

x,To those who Icnow how to use it, newspaper. a'dver'tiV
a continuous source of
ing is a watchdog of dollars
.
and
satisfaction.
economy

Merchants tefl of their bargains tlirougli the advertisements. Almost every new opportunity is of fere'd' through'
an advertisement. Practically every unusual buy" is
'
advertised. ...
7 1
"

YESTER

stretch' your 'dollar to its elastic limit b'y' Jceepinrt
abreas.t. of the opportunities to get full value. s

You

DAYS

52

CcOi

SUITS

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Cincinnati, 6; Brooklyn, 3.
Chicago, 10; New York, 3.
No others scheduled.,

TWO ED 8!

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
New York,. 11; Detroit, 6.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
'
-W'
U PCt
Cleveland, 3; Boston, 2.
U
4 2
M. Louis,.
f,l
.592
Philadelphia, 5; Chicago, 1.
Now York
44
St. Louis, 8; Washington, 4.
.fil
.681
HMCI.L B'IMTCH TO MOHNINt JOUKNM.I
IDotroit
B7' 48
.543
fcianta
Fe,
53
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION,
50 ' .515
Aug. u. w h i e Chicago
"Smoky" Gomez was
54
63
.505
St. Paul,
Toledo,
only Clevelund
two scattered singlrs(-''ian- allowing
ta
48
54
,471
le Washington
Louisville, 14; Kansas City, 13
Mountuinair
pounded
5941
,410 (10 Innings.)
Philadelphia
hard, .winning the game pitchers
.
.,
e. TJI
hero 14 Boston
MIT, ..,,!,
J.. 39 04- - .379
to 0. The visitors'
pitching was
not so bad but the rest of, the deCOAST LEAGUE
WESTERN LEAGUE.
fense was slow and erratic. Quin-tan- a
Salt Lake,
Los Angeles,
Des Moines,
Oklahoma
and Bauer hit home runs
Oakland,
Portland,
City,
with none on. The series with
Vernon,
Seattle,
Tulsa,
Omaha,
Mountalnair now stands: Santa
Kan Francisco.
Sacramento.
St. Joseph,
Denver,
Fe, 2; Mountalnair, 1.
Wlchlta-Slou- x
City rain.
Ui his 6nly two games for Santa
Fe Gomez pitched eleven and
PREPARING TO PAVE.
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION
hitless, runless innings, sevRaton, N. M., Aug. 6. The New ' Memphis,
Mobile,
enteen and
innings Mexico Construction company
is
Atlanta,
with two singles, no runs and fan- preparing
the paving In Raton. (Second game, 7Chattanooga,
fpr
innings).
ned 28 batsmen.
North Second and South Second
Nashville, 11; New Orleans, 7.
Ballories:
Brntchcr,
Hiut;iti.? Ntrects are first to be paved. GradNo olner names scbf.ulcd
and Klchawrdonf 4'awson. Gome, ing, laying. lies,
curbing and gut- , AMERICA ASSOCIATION
and Quinluiia.
tering is now bing done,
Columbus, o; Minneapolis, 13, '
'

FE

Stretch

bo-ca-

hits

Two-bas-

IE

k

--

.V

There's Just One Way'tcnDo This ReacI the Advertise-mentsThothat are inserted every Sunday and of
course on other days of the week in the Morning Journal"
se

5.

7;

2.

two-thir-

J-- 7;

two-thir-

1.

2.

1

-

Tire Price! Drop
i

......

BY NORMAN E. BROWN.
Swectoser's Sweet Golfer.
.
When the aforesaid Sweetser,
first name Jesse, won the Metropolitan golf championship earlier
in the season he announced that
he was In form and prepared to
meet the best in the business. He
has been playing remarkable golf
ever since-- .
The Met title is one of the most
important sectional honors sought
V
by the leading golfers.
St. Louis claims Sweetser. He
was born there April 18, 1902. He
had become fairly proficient with
the golf sticks by the time he
eleven but had to wait until
he was 18 to break into the city
championship tourneys there because of a tourney age limit. His
drive for honors really
when he entered Exeter academy.
He won the school championship
on the links three successive years
and captained the golf team his
last year there.
Entering Yale he won the intercollegiate title in 1920 and last
year played into tha finals, losing
in the "Title match to J. Simpson
Dean of Princeton. Sfrpe'tser was
off form before play began.
Ills most brilliant feat before
winning the Metro title was his
play In the national
amateur
tourney at St. Louis Inst year
when ho gave Chick Evans a
scare In the third round of play.
Sweetser also finished amonir thA
leaders in the national open, tour-- J
- A
ncy last year.
This year, before entering the
Metropolitan tourney he had set
new records over four courses, the
Morris County, Ardsley, Westchester Hills and Lakewood.

L

VIEW?

isieia Indians defeated
thM
mountain view ball team yesterJ
day afternoon by a score of f, m
4. A return game has been" book
ed for August 20 on the Mountain
View grounds.
The Indians have
taken the last four games out ot
live mis season.
result of having another tooth
Batteries: Indians Abelta and
loosened in the front of his mouth. Jojoba; Mountain View Montoya
Tn his match with Lew TenrUpr. n ana
neignes.
Score by innings:
few days ago, Leonard lot a front
R. H. H
pivot tooth and the gumswere soro Mt. view .. oi)3 oio noo 4 4
as a result of efforts to extract the Indians ,. 030 120' lOx 7 10
roots. Hammer loosened an
molar yesterday with la
me eyes oi snans ana slugs ara
sharp left hook, so that the tooth, perched) right on the ends of their
instead of pointing downward, was feelers, so that they can look in
knocked sldewlse. Two dental sur every direction without moving.

B 27 12
34
3
Totals
3
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia.
x Roberto Batted for R." Ervlu
invariably as cool as the solo ot In ninth.
, AMERICAN LEAGUE.
a polar bear's foot "Iroji Man"
By innings:
Philadelphia' at Chicago.
Joe was sleeping sickness to slug- Bolon
000 000 223 7
Boston at Cleveland.
.010 002 000 2
Albuquerque
gers all the way round.
New York at Detroit.
Two-bas- e
Born in the coal mining disSummary:
hits AlWashington at St. Louis.
trict of Illinois and starting life ford, Townsend, C. Ervin, Manuel
as a miner, this phenomenon haa Chavez. R. Ervin. Throe-bas- e
hit
watched the arrival of forty-nin- e
Hartllno. Home run C. Ervin. man, . Bases on balls Off R.
Doublo plays Ortiz to A. ChaveT. Ervin, 1; off Holman, 2. Sacrifice
summers, not so bad, is it?
Here's luck to the "Iron Man" f truck out By R. Ervin. 5; Hoi- - hits Gallegos, Manuel Chavez. '
long may he continue the

6;

Pet.

120,000

Citf MnmmiT 1' off Khrlver.
Struck out By Grimes, 2; by
C;
Shriver, 1.
Maniaux,
by
Hits-rO- ff
off
Grimes, 8 in 3
4
4
off
in
Shriver,
Mamaux,
none in 1.
Passed ball Miller,
losing pitcher Grimes." Time
1:40.

...
....
...
...

X

vt n i i cm

Club.

X

1.

i

9.

Brooklyn

' Country

LEONARD

!,n11a

4.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
L.
W.
.
fit. Louis
41
.62
Rew York
CO
41

6

p....

FOa THIRTY

5;

Philadelphia

'

....

....

Chicago .
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh

Strome Takes Second
and E. Naranjo Third in
President's Cup Meet at

Roy

Albuquerque.
AB. R. II. PO. A.Ji
Mose Chavez, rf 5 0 0 0 0 0
3"
5
Parent!, cf
A. Chavez, lb. . 4
Palazar, 3b ... 4
C. Ervin, c. ... 4
3
Teller, If
M. L. Chavez, 2b 3
ss
4
Ortiz,
R. Ervin,
3
1
xttoborto

ASK MIM ABOVIT

Homer

'

SANTA

I

I

Chicago, 10; New Tork, 3.
New York, Aug. 6 Chicago's
UUUUL
'batting rally in the tenth inning,
yielding eight runs, enabled the
Cubs to defeat the New York GiCincinnati Bunches Hits in ants in the fifth game of their setoday, 10 to 3. Osborne pitchthe Fourth Inning; Dau ries
ed brilliantly.
Score:
Clilcaso.
bert's
Spelling
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Exit of Superba's Ace.
Heathcote, cf. 5 1 2 4 0 0
llollocher, ss . 5 0 0 2 4 0
3
1
Terry, 2b
(Bj The Aii:latfd Press,)
0 12
, . .
Brooklyn, Aug. 6. The Cincin- Grimes, lb
3
2
If
nati Reds bunched all their runs Friberg, rf .
3
1
in the fourth inning today when Callnghan,
3, 0
Krug, 3 b
out
Grimes
2
3
they knocked Burleigh
O'Farrell, c , ,
1
0
of the box and won the final game Osborne, p . . ,
6
from
of the series
Brooklyn,
39 10 12 0 13
to !. Daubert's home run spelled
Totals
the exit of the Dodger ace. Keck
Xcw York.
was hit freely but saved by sharp
AB. It, H. PO. A.E.
fielding, especially by Caveney. Bancroft, ss . . 4 1 2 2 8 2
Score:
4
0 0 1 2 C
Groh, 3h
Cincinnati.
4
4
3
2
2
0
Frisch. 2h
AB. It. H. PO. A. E. Meusel, If
4
1
2
0
1
0
2
2
0 0
4
0
2
3
Burns, c
1
0
0
1
rf
Young,
1
4
1 12
0
0
2
0
3
0 13
0
Daubert,lb
Kelly, lb
o
1
C
o
3
l
Duncan If
Stengel, cf . . . . 3 0 0 0 0 0
4
0
0
0
5
3
Harper, rf . . . . f.5 81 12 22 40 1 Smith, c
0
Fonseca, 2b
0
1
0
0
0
0
Ryan, p
0 V.
4
1
2
4
1
Pinelll, 3b
Barnes-- p .. . 2 0 0 1 1 0
0 J
Caveney, ss . . . 4 1 1 6 5 0 xRobertson ....
0
0
0
1
0
o
3
4
0
6
0
Wingo, c
0
0
0
xxKing
o
1
4
0
1
0
Keck, p
J. Barnes, p . . . 1 0 0 1 0 0
37 8 12 27 14 1
Totals
33
3
8 30 21
3
Totals x Batted for V. Barnes in sevBrooklyn.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. enth.
1
2
3
0
2
1
Olson, ss
xx Ran for Robertson in 'sev4
2
2
0
0
0 enth.
..
2b
Johnston,;
B. Griffith, rf.. 4 0 0 2 0 0
By innings:
4
0
Wheat, If
020 000 000 840
Chicago
2
0 New
4
2
0
0
Myers, cf
000 100 010 1
York
8
1
7
0
0
4
0
Schmandt, lb..
e
Summary:
hit
1
1
2
0
4
3
3b
Three-bas- e
High,
hit Heath4
1
110 2 0 cote. Stolen base Young. SacriMiller, c
o
1
1
0
0
0
Grimes, p
fices Young, Callaghan, Meusel.
1
0
o Double
0
0
Mamaux, p
plays Frisch and Kelly;
0
0
1
0
0
0
Shriver, p
Hollocher, Terry and Grimes;
1
n
o
fl
o
xRuether
l
and Grimes; Frisch, Kelly
0 V0
0
0
0 0 and Groh;
xxNeis
Rancroft, Smith and
Bancroft; Grimes
(unassisted).
3 10 27 12
34
1 Base on balls
Totals
Off
2; J.
x Batted for Mamaux in eighth, Barnes, 1; Osborne, 5.Ryan,
Struck out
xx Ran for Ruether in eighth.
By Ryan, 2; V. Barnes,
2; J.
By innings:
Barnes, 1; Osborne, 2. Hits Oft
000 600 0000 Ryarr, 3 in 1
Cincinnati
V. Barnes, 1 In
010 000 020 3 5
Brooklyn
J, Barnes, 8 in 3. Passed
e
Summary:
ball O'Farrell. Losing pitcher
Burns, Wingo (2), Wilier. Home J. Barnes. Time 2:20.
run Daubert.
Sacrifices
Burns.
Duncan, Oleson. Double plays
Fonseca, Caveney and Daubert
(2); Miller and High. Base on

0

TLr

,m
A

.

mm mm

wnouuto

Totals

Way down south in the land of
cotton in the spring of '93, "Iron
Man" Joe McGinnity
began u
pitching career which has been
followed by three generations of
ball fans for the very same man
of iron is today pitching ball for
Danville in the Three I league.
Joe lias upset a great many
pots of dope prepared by the oracles of sportdoui which is perfectly natural when you figure
that he was twirling when father
rode a bicycle to see his intended
bride and picked daisies for her
where the First National Bank
now stands,.
The birds twitter merrily as in
days of yore and the sun kissf
the ball lot In the same old way
what is time in the life of this
perennial pitcher?
He was given his first trial by
the famous John J. McGinnity.
who at that time was manager of
the Montgomery club in the South
ern Association and Is best remembered by his string of vie- -

0

Batteries: Quinn and Walters,
Ruel; Coveleskie and O'Neill. '
J0HN

useu ro AttTHE-HITTEBs-

nnnrcne

.

....

---

KB

J HAVE

OUT; REDS BEAT

Blue, lb
Cutshaw, 2b
Cobb, cf
Veaeh, If

at Barelas Park Yes-

T

geons operated yesterday in an ata
;1
tempt to save it.
Leonard will not engage in anil
more contests until after his re3
turn from Europe late in OctobeiO
He had two matches vending, ond
LEA1IES-F0N
with Joe Tiplitz in Philadelphia
R
ana anotner in rauwauKee, bi
called off all negotiations
la
night. Bill Gibson, manager of th8
title holder, asserted that he wantS
ed to call off the Hammer matclf
last Thursday when he saw 11
would be Impossible to do any'boxJ
ing. The champion, however, inJ
Lightweight, Champion Will slated
upon
Promoter!
Not Engage in Any Mwe Fltzsimmons, protecting
who hah gone tij
heaw
exnenNA and rafngnri th. oaj
Contests Until He Returns rylce of his handlers not to ongu;
in ine contest.
From Trip Abroad.

BEI y

c...
...

,.

Pipp, lb ..
Schang, e
Meusel, rf
Ward, 2b
Bush, p
Totals

PLAY

V

.

Brillheart, p..

xSmith
xxMllan

CLOSE

mis-Judg-

.....
.

IN

ff

...

Roslin. If
Brewer, rf
Shanks, 3b
Peckinpaugh,
Fieinkih, c
Johnson, p

WINS

Of OTERO

Belen, beat the Grays yesterday
Turning in a net score of 272
afternoon, 7 to 3, in a game full for 72 holes, A, J.Otero won the
Holman pitched President's golt trophy- - at
of good baseball.
;the
a fine brana or oan, noining mo
club ye9t0rday tffternoon
to
five hits, Red Ervin foffCountrjr
Gravs
one
wnrcn was the lead
Albuquerque had Belen beaten, 3 oy had point
over Roy Strome whovas
to 0, until the seventh inning, he
when bunched hits gave the boys second with a score of 273.' The
town two scores. president's cup, which was put up
from the cut-oThey got two more in the eighth by Arthur Prager, president of the
Ervin had
in
ninth.
the
and three
Country club, has been the object
some hard luck by ballB being
that usually would have of handicap competition 18 during
holes
the past four Sunday's,
gone for outs.
t
Chief Ervin got a home run. being played each day. E. Nar
Parenti 'played a stellar game in anjo ranked third in the tourney,
center field. He figured In an as- turning in a net score of 278.
Otero was shooting
yesterday
sist that cut off a score, and made
only a shade over par which is 36
five putouts.
In a
9
He
turned
holes.
the
for.
The Grays did not have their
usual batting eye yesterday. ,The 40 and 41 yesterday. scores
being
Judging from the
game was a pretty one to watch,
are
local golfers who
being close and a hard fight utjtil made byinto
state
for
the
shnpe
getting
after the seventh iriiing.
tournament at Roswcll September
Score:
2, 3 and 4, Albuquerque will have
v
Bclcn.
for
AB. R. H. TO. A. E. a number of hot contenders
In
honors.
state
championship
1
5
3
8
0
0
Hai'tline lb
E,
2
5
1
1 1 practice games yesterday A.
Lane, ss
Reesor turned in a 76 for 18 holes,
5
Collins,
4 above par. Dr. P. G. Corn5
jut
Alford, cf
ish, Jr. shot a 77; Roy McDonald
4
Gallegos, If ..
78
a
and Joe McCanna a 79. It
4
Dempsey, 2b
is quite probable that all four of
5
Ratllff, 3b . .
these golfers will enter the state
4
Townsend, if.
tournament.
4
Holman, p . .

'

Washington.
AB, R. ir. PO, A. E.

cf

ION

terday Goes to Visitors,
After Hard Struggle, Seven to Three.

(By The Amoclated Prmi.)

Rice,

E

TROPHY

.'

St. Louis Takes Game From
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MENU HINT.
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one-ha-

one-ha-

Soft Boiled Eggs
Toast
Milk
Coffee
Luncheon.
Creamed Potatoes WlthPeas
and Parsley
Bran Bread
Currant Jelly ,
Milk

Dinner.

Mashed Potatoes
Molded Vegetable Salad
Rolls and Butter
Milk
Iced Tea
Marshmallow Frappl

lf

lf

Suggestions.
Moths in Carpets Tjjke a coarse
crash towel, wring it out in clean
water and spread it out smoothly
on the carpet, then Iron it dry, repeating the operation in all suspected places, and those least used;
then by placing a few crumbs of
sulphur under the edges of the carpet the result Is accomplished.
Milk To heat milk
Heating
without scorching when a double
boiler Is not used stir in sugar intended to use in the recipe, as for
Another
etc.
creams,
custards,
way is to rinse the saucepan in cold
water before putting in the milk.
Fuzz on Peaches To take fuzz
from peaches for pickling, entlng,
etc., use a whisk broom.
Almonds Plunge
To Blanch
into boiling water for a short time,
then infb cold. This will also remove skin from chickens, peeling
from any kind of fruit and will
whiten vegetables.
Lemon Sauce for Fish Squeeze
and strain tiro Juice from a large
lemon into a saucepan, then add to
of a pound (scant)
It
of
of butter, onehalf saltspoonful
salt and a saltspoonful of popper.
Beat over tho fire until thick and
hot, but do not let it boil. When
done mix with the beaten yolks of
two eggs and serve at once.

Today's Kecipos.
English Steak Use rouncKsteak
cut in small pieces, fry In butter,
add three large onlons, salt and
pepper. Tut in deep skillet and
put in oven. Bake slowly two hours.
Thicken gravy in skillet, keeping
meat well covered with liquid.
Make a rich dough of
cup
flour, one teaspoon baking powder,
teaspoon salt, two tablespoons butter and milk enough to
make a dough easy to handle.
Place on board and roll to fit baking dish. Put meat and gravy in
dish, put crust over all and bake
twenty minutes. This is delicious.
Three
Marshmallow
Frappl
cups of milk, two and one-hatablespoons powdered cocoa, '
teacup sugar,
lt
cup marshspoon salt,
mallow creme, one-hateaspoon
Scald milk and stir in
vanilla.
salt, sugar and cocoa mixed. Let
boil up and add marshmallow
creme
add vanilla and
Chill,
freeze.
For the rmliroHa.
leftover
Molded Salad
Any
Sponge a black Bilk umbrella
vegetables may be used. One packtea.
The
age gelatin soaked in cup of cold with sweetened strong
water five minutes. Dissolve In cup tea will restore the color of the
it.
stiffen
will
of boiling water. Add
cup' fabric and the sugar
ono-ha-

one-ha-

lf

lf

lf

one-ha-

lf

I
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Woman's
meet at chamber
at 3:30 p. m.
Anti-Vic-

Society will
of commerce

Let Electricity
Rest.

TI
Do

the

v

Canning time, although It comes
at the hottest season of the year,
has no terrors for the woman who
has an electric stove and If more
women owned them many more
pounds of fruit would be made into
delectablo
jams and Jellies each
yea r.
No woman likes to stand over a

ll'fll

if

;

'V?

A

husband and crave freedom so
much, you are Justified in leaving. It must be terrible to live
with someone who nags and
you all the time.
I am
Dear Mrs. Thompson:.
eighteen years old and I have
been going with a young man for
two years. He wants mo to be engaged t'o him, but my parents obam too young. My
ject and sayinI another
state and
aunt lives
mother wants me to go there for
a long visit because she thinks I
will get over my love. I know I
will not and 1 do not want to
leave home.
, My fiance intended to go to
college next fall, but ho says if
I want him to he will give that
up and- will get a job so that we
can get married right away. Of
course I want to get married, but
I hate to have him leave school
before he finishes.
What would y"ou advise rae to
do?
CEHTRUl'K.
I would advise you to visit your
aunt as your parents wish. If yo'ir
love is deep enough to warrant
marriage .vou may be sure you
and your fiance will be Just as

AT

Put Jars of Fruit in the
RED AND WHITE IS
'
Oven, Set the Switch and
, IDEAL FOR SPORTS

s

o

EVEN

CAIII

.

.

lf

Dear Mrs. Thompson: I am a
year
married woman thirty-twold. For nine .years I have been
that time I have
married and-iknown very little happiness My
of man who
kind
husband is the
is very polli in front of people
and ho never lets outsiders see him
unpleasant to me, but when we
are nlono he isv Just as disagree-abl- o
as he can bo. lie nags at
me alt the time because I am
thin and he nays I look older tlian
he doc;;, when in reality I am two
years younger.' You can imagineto
it doesn't make me happy
have him talk this way and sometimes I think I am thin beca lee
fni not happy.
.Vy husband is also vor
about his food. There are
very few things he will eat mil
I
if
hiippen to have something
Hint does not suit him he 1 to
cpisn Hint I caji hardly stand it.
have wanted to leavj,for a
long time and so I hava been
looking for work which vuuid
to support mypH.v me enough
self. At last 1 have found somele
a wealthj "id
thing. There
lady who wants me to come and
slay with her as a companion
All I would have to do is make

COOL'

Past Matrons' club of Eastern
Star will meet with Mrs. Harce,
at 201 South Broadway, at 3

er

one-eigh-

one-ha-

EPIDEMICS OF,
CHAIN LETTER
P. 0. NUISANCE

KEEP KITCHEW

-

diluted vinegar, .one-hacup sugar,
pinch of salt,
eup celery,
cup peas' and four slices
of tomatoes. Mold in bread pan.
When ready to serve place salad on
platter and cut in slices allowing
one slice of tomato for every person,
Serve with mayonnaise,

Breakfast.
Prune Juice for Baby
Vantaloupe
Crisp Uacon

English Steak

Sssi&l Calendar

BY KLOISK.
Word comes from merry vaca-

tioners

in

France that the smart

red hot stove when the thermometer registers 90 In the shade even
thoindi by so doing she can tickle
the family palate when tho enow
flies.
Only on an electrio stove may
she hope to prepare winter delica
cies in summer heat without dis
comfort or distemper,
The highest authorities on can- nine, recommend the "cold pack'
process and the fruit to be canned
must be selected with care and
blanched by submerging in boiling
water from one to ten minutes. A
wire basket, lined with cheese
cloth is useful for this process and
may also be used for a second bath
of cold water in which the fruit is
allowed to remain two or three
minutes,
After draining and drying the
fruit is packed into hot Jars and
either boiling syrup or boiling
water added. The tops are then
put on but not screwed tightly.
Meanwhile the electrio oven has
been heated as for baking and th
jars placed In the first rack above
the lieater. It Is not necessary,
when canning electrically, to place
the jars in a pan of hot water .as
is customary when other fuel is
used.
.
T'niform Iloat.
Tho most Important factor in
fruit canning is to maintain uni
form heat until sterilization takes
place and this uniformity is only
possible with electrio heat. The
amount of heat and the length of
time required to sterilize the fruit
depends, of course, upon the kind
of fruit und the number of jars in
tho oven.
I
As soon as tho Jars have been
stacked in tho oven the adjustable
hand of the thermostat must be set
at 1
(boiling point) and the oven
door tightly closed. When the circuit breaker trips at 212 degrees

costume at Deauvllle, that famous
watering place, is a gay colored
Jacket and a white pleated; skirt."
The costume of almost every Fahrenheit the adjustable hand
woman at Deauville and all other should be moved forward to 2Vs,
breaker knob reset and
fashionablo watering places, and the circuit
Bwitch for the oven bottom
inland too, consists of- a short the
to
"low."
turned
jacket of some bright material
important thing Is to keep
with a pleated white ekirt," theTho
212 degrees Fahrenheit
at
wen
writes a friend.
for the time required for storlliza-- J
Well, that being tho case France tion, after which
the jars are rehas nothing on the United States moved, the tops screwed
on tightly
because this costume pictured here and
turned upside down to cool
is an American designed modol and to test for
leakage.
and it illustrates thedoscription
Many people make the mistake
beautifully. The white silk pleat of opening the 1ars and filling
ed skirt is even longer than mo.H, them up with water or syrup if the
showing the new trend of fashion. moisture has lessened to any great
A wide silk girdle with deep extent.
This ia a grave mistake
fringe on the ends finishes the because the vacuum is broken
The
is
a
Jacket
and
skirt.
after
when
the
short,
Jaunty
happier
perhaps
happy
jar Is opened and unless
my home with her, bjause she your return. It will prove to your affair of Chinese lacquer red silk it Is sterilized all over again the
to
the
do
She
servants
work.
has
fruit will spoil.
parents, too, that your love is crepe.
to deeper than they seem to think
also says that I can feel fr-Firclcss Cooker Canning.
The woman who is not fortunate
go places as long as" I am tae.-- it is, and probably they will m ANTI-VIC- E
LEAGUE
TO
most of the time.
to own an electric range will find
longer oppose your engagement.
Do you think it would be wrong
HEAR ADDRESS ABOUT canning in an electric flreless
for mo to leave my husband? I. Dear Mrs. Thompson:
The
I have
cooker entirely satisfactory.
am miseramo with him and hu-- 1 so much trotible with mosquito
JUVENILE PEL1NQUENCY ''cold pack" method is used and
miliated all the time because of bites.
I have tried everything
uniform heat is as readily obtaintho way he treats me. It would oe they sell me in drug stores, arid
An address on "The Causes of able in the cooker as in the range.
wonderful to have my freedom nothing seems to do any good. Juvenile
The same well defined steps are
Delinquency"
by Dr.
and
again and it seems to me too The bites itch so after I get them Janet Reid of Santa Fe, will fea- requisite such as selecting
comes. I ture the first
good to, be true that I have such and a large lump
the fruit; blanching for
cleaning
of
meeting
regular
Do
an opportunity.
you think OI scratch so hard that usually I the Woman's
e
to four or five minutes in hot water
cold
would be wrong for me to go?
make sores. What, would you ad- be held at the chamber league
of com- and then plunging Into very
MItS. F. M.
vise me to do for this?
water for a few minutes.
merce
o'clock
3:30
at
this
parlors
The matter of divore'e is someTHANK YOU.
The fruit is then packed In the
Paint the bite with iodine. This afternoon. Dr. Keid is head of heated Jar. the covers put on loose
thing you should decide for your
self. It seoms to me that since will relievo the itching and Ucc? the state bureau of child welfare. ly and set inio the flreless cooker
Judge Reed Holloman of Santa with 'heat maintained at 212 deinfection away.
you are so unhappy with
Fe is also expected to be present grees Fahrenheit until the fruit is
for an address.
sterilized.
The election of permanent ofcents around the corner It would
When sufficiently sterilized, the
take cans are ready
simple have melted and ended the ficers for the loaguo will aftor-noofor cooling and putdanger before It begun.. . . .Ask place at the meeting this
away for winter consumption.
ting
busiand
unfinished
other
what a permy can do; It can
cause a lot oi trouble like this to ness from tfie previous organization
will be dispersed of.
meeting
you and all of usi"
All delegates to theleague, indi
vidual members and other women
MILLLIONS ENTER
who are interested in hearing the
Little Brother Benny Is a smart
address are invited to be present
PLAN
been
He
had
so
helpful.
boy and
as the
will be open to tho
ANXIOUS
Thirty-fou- r
UNDER THIS WOMAN public. meeting
clubs and oth
working for an electrical supply
er womens' organizations of the
house for a week when he came
city are now represented in the
home .and fixed Sister Dora's
The fuse had
dresser' lights.
league which was organized about
a month, ago.
melted.
It was an easy thing to do. He
simply slipped a penny behind tho
SOCORRO MAN UNDER
IRf Th Aasoclnteii rrrag.)
fuse. There was no need of call'
Chicago, Aug. 6. No immediate
ARREST ON CHARGE
ing tho electrician;
of the
in the program
fine
for
worked
'
Everything
Vf
OF CARRYING A GUN change
maintenance of, way union is conabout three weeks. Then one evenV.
Grable.
K.
templated at present,
ing the extension cord on Sister
.T. Ttnrn.
wrtn nrrectArl of Snnn,.. president of the organization, taiu
Dora's floor light set Itself afire
here tlay. He added however,
and wrecked the room. Fortunateearly yesterday mornlnir on
that if present practices on some
charge growing out of an alleged
ly the firemen worked fast and.
aassauit upon Verda Butler ' and railroads continue, "it is hard tell-iand extinguished the flames before
Avhere the. matter may
Mrs. 0. D. Baison, who
th
there was a holocaust.
Mr. Grable said ho expected to
held for investigation at a hearing
The fire undewrlter'8
agent,
which will take place this morn- go to Washington this week witn
investigation, found the fire
upon
other union leaders to confer with
ing.
to ' have been caused from "elecpracIs
claimed
It
Baca
too
that
much
had
beet) President Harding regarding
tricity, entirely
keening comnanv with one o'f th tices to which tho union men ob,ty Jamming in through a penny in
SooorruU001
girls, who ,vorKed in a
the
These sractipes, he said, includ
restaurant.-andthat upon arriving
"Your real fuse," he explained
armea
of
home from Kanta Fe at 2 o'clock ed the- employment
safebereaved
to the
family, pr
by railroads. He said he
he
guards
discovered
so
lets
much
morning,
which
yesterday
only
ty bridge,
the two girls in an automobile with had received a message from Varof
eloctricity in and out and collapses
several other men. He is alleged rei IX Roberts,
when your house wire"' becomes
tho maintenance of way unions,
to have produced a gun and im
overloaded,
thereby protecting
for a
In to clean up the party.
Sev- nn 98 panterri roads, asking
4 A - K
your home from danger, was rein"
with tho shop
strike
sympathy
were
includeral
which
i
could
is
slightly
injured,
a
penny,
1 1
priced by
notified Mr.
ing ono of the men in tho car and crafts and had was
not melt and did not protect. That
i
no changein
that there
the two girls, who were both
-penny allowed too much electricity
struck with the gun. Among xho the maintenance of way union
to Jam In and out your house wire,
at
stand
present.
Baca
is
of
placed
case
a
In
against
charges
short
this
especially
Our men aVe clamoring 10
that of ca.r?;r.g a gun.
circuit. Where was the short cirout," Mr. Grable said. "Arrangecuit?. .. .In the worn out exten-- ,
ments have already beei made
sion of your floor lamp. The two
BE HELD
FERBERTO
for
a meeting of the standard railwires in the Insulation In this
5
union beads within a few
road,
INVESTIGATION
FOR
near
In
came
contact
cord
days unless the shopmen's strike
the plug, and the current being on
is settled.
There isn't any ques
thoitgh your lamp wouldn't light
George Ferber, arrested by 'po- tion but that a general raiupau
Miss Margaret Llewellyn Davie. lice
on a strike will follow a continuation
thef current cut oack over that
yesterday afternoon
short circuit. The overload had to
charge of driving an automobile
conditions, regard
Miqa Margaret Llewellyn Datfes while intoxicated, will be. held for of the present
go over that penny bridge. Now
less of the, wlsties oi me
tho penny could not melt, so what is the firt woman chief of the Co- Investigation investigatiSn by U. of the unions. The men are incould happen bur an overheating operative Congress of England. 8. Marshal Secundlno Romero, it sulted -- bv the armed guards, are
of your cord? If you had a real The congress represents a member- was stated last night. The mar- abused and in numerous instances
f 4,600,000
fuse in these a safety fuse which ship
shal will Investigate reports that there have been shootings.
you could have bought for a few which in England means mostly Ferber called a workmen at the
There is a general feeling, m
consumers.
Miss Davies bel:..-o-s
shops a scan.'
railroad unions that the shopthe
HWher will Tie civen a hearlnfr men's fight Is the fight of all oth
women can contribute to the advance of the labor- - movement "tin, the automobile
charge this er unions and they will not permit
ana men win db lurneu the railroads to break the
morning
through their own trade unio'--3
over to the U. S. marshal for inorganizations, y
The shop chafts strike situation
vestigation.
here today was quiet. B. M. .sw-The Prince of Wales Is not a
The greatest Insult you can of- ell, head of the shop crafts union,
wealthy man. Most of tlie money fer a Russian b6lshevlst is to call was in Washington and there was
he receives cornea from the rove- - him a "radish," this being tho no statement from strike heads
nupft Qf tbe'llxrhy Of Cornwall scornful
board offices
Labor
hy quarters.
epithet Invented
which amount to about $200, 0011 a Trotsky to dosijyiate those who are were closed and rail executives had
a year.
no comment ta offer; .
led only, pn .the. outside.' , ,.
T
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BT FREDERIC J. ILVSKIX.
Washington, Aug. 6. Chain letters are attracting attention Just
now.
A good luck chain
letter
which the recipient Is supposed to
copy nine times and mail to nine
other people has brought in some
indignant communications to the
postoffice department.
This particular letter, which Is
to "go three times around the
world" forming a god luck chain,
is typical. It says that great happiness will come to you in nine
days if you mail nine copies within
twenty-fou- r
hours. If you slon't
you will surely be a victim of bad
luck, and strews Is particularly 1rI(1i
on the misfortune which awaits
anyone who breaks the chain. ln
fact, tho promise of haiiplness is
given In about ten worfls. All tho
rest of the paragraph to be copied
is used to put a superstitious fearj
into the receiver, of the letter, to
forre him to continue the chain.
The restriction of only two daysj
graro in which to forward the let- tors is a psychological touch. If;
no time limit, or a distant date,,
were set. tho individual would be;
apt to forget all about the affair.;
Also by fixing
the number of
copies at nine thero is a good:
the chain
chance of advancing
surely and rapidly. People would
if too
revolt
and
grow disgusted
much work were required.
this letter, which
Copies of
seems to be broadcasted all over
the country, have reached some
unsunerstitioUB. persons, andj, they
seized pen or typewriter to demand
should allow
whv the postoffice
such matter to clog the mails. One,
writer was indignant that such
tilings should come to him
as legitimate correspond-once- .
e
Whether he thinks the
open all
department should
or a
nf his mall or use an
otiljn. board in order to extract the
cernot
is
annoying chain letters
tain. It is certain that the postof- -'
fice cannot distinguish a good luck
chain letter sent first class from;
any other mall and It does not try.
la n section of the penal
Th
rode making it unlawful to send
having
through the mails, matter outside.
on the
n threat expressed
When chain letters containing any
threat are mailed pn postal cards
postthoy are withdrawn by tho WTiat
master and not delivered.
comhas
sender
kind of luck tho
ing to him in that event it would
he Interesting to know. The magic
chain is certainly damaged if not
broken.
Hut when the good luck communications are sent as first class
matter the postoffice delivers them
like any other mail. The originator
of tho letter remains a nonymous eo
that action Is practically impossible. The only cure for the lucky
chain letter epidemic rests with the
public. If people refuse to

oscnwa

emand Your Atten
tion This Week
rrrv
--

of

Womens' and Misses' Shoes

--

All Summer Silks
Womens'

--

Ready-to-We- ar

--

tjirls'

--

--

Ready-to-We-

ar

Mens' Clothing

post-offio-

Cotton Yard Goods

X-r-

Womens', Misses'

& Girls' Millinery
i

Profit .by Attending These Sales and
Stocking Up At Real Clearance Prices

the project cannot spread.

Geometrical Progression.
A little figuring shows that If
nine series of persons should carry
out the instructions of the original
writer of the current chain letter,
tne numner or persons assured or
good luck within a month would
be 435,848,050
four times the population of this country.
Anyone
knows that even if that many persons would write a chain
lotter
there isn't enough extraordinary
good luck, or bad luck either, in
existence that could be applied in
a month to the populatioa of a
continent.
Tot a chain letter gets serious
attention from large numbers of
people as Is shown by tho protests
which the postoffice
department
has received about the latest one.
The complaints have come from
different parts of the country and
have been spread over a considerable time.
Why anyone should want to start
a chain letter is a problem in psychology. There is a type of person who likes to feel that he is exerting power. By forcing or inducing a large number of peoplo
to do his "will he gets a thrill of
pleasure. This type of person who
does not exercise power over otheni
in his daily life may be the originator of a chain letter. This is,
however, only a theory. Somo
chain letters read like the product
of a joke loving school boy.
The good luck epistle is only one
type of chain letters. It is perhaps
the least objectionable type because it does not attempt to get
money or to promote the interests
of the originator. As soon as the
chain fetter enters the business
field it takes on a more serious
aspect.
The postoffice department gets
numerous inquiries from people
who realize that the chain system
has remarkable possibilities a business device. A firm wants to sell
gloves or stockings or stick pins,
perhaps. It plans to print bonks
of tickets. "A" buys one ticket for
$1 and sends tho ticket and $3
In return he
more to the firm.
receives the stick pin advertised
and a book of three tickets.
One dollar is the price of the
pin. He recovers tho $3 sent In
extra by selling the three tickets at
The buyers then each
$1 each.
send J3 and the ticket to the firm,
a
and
three tickets and sell
get
pin
the tickets, and so tho project ad
vances.
The firm cannot lose money. It
gets the price of ono article and
the money of the next three cus
tomers before it delivers a pin. If
the buyer cannot sell the three
tickets sent him he loses that
money and the firm profits by his
loss.
The postal guide says that:

"Endlesi

chain

enterprises

"S & H" Green Stamps Add To Your Savings
figured out how this apparently
trifling sum of 25 cents would
multiply if the chain were carried
to the
twenty-fift- h
unbroken
series. The number of persons
reached, ho said, would be
Put into words
or
this runs into quadrillions,
of
800,000 times the population
the world. The amount collected
would bo $375,299,908,947,641,
There is still another kind of
chain letter which is used for adA firm sends
vertising purposes.
out letters describing the article
it handles.
Tho letter says that
if tho addressee will write to tho
firm he will receive a premium
and 10 more letters which he is
to send to MS friends in return
for the premium.
Where a chain- - letter Is being
used to further some interest, the
person or organization back of it
can be traced. And if the facts
action may bo taken
warrant,
against the party, either in tho
way of criminal prosecution with
its resultant fine and imprisonment if he is convicted, or by the
issuance of a fraud order which
would prevent the delivery to tho
offending party of any of the remittances mailed to him.
It is only the good luck letters,
preying on superstition, that ro
mains anonymous and flourishes.
To attack it would be like attacking a ghost. It bobs up anywhere
and is more elusive than Conan
Doyle's ectoplasm,
Only a pro

' MARSHAL

saic, disbelief

in lucky chains or
defiance
can
break down the system.

a

devil-may-ca- re

BOY SEVERELY HURT IN
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT

STREET CAR EMPLOYES
WILL ACCEPT PAY, CUT
(Dy The AsMcfnted FreM.)

u

Colorado Krrlncr Coin Amw
May wood "Watson,
om ui ivir. ana Mrs. J. I Watson
of Grand Junction, Colo., was
Injured when a motor car
driven by his father plunged over
a
embankment In tho Pass
highway about 7:30 o'clock tonight. Mrs. William Emmal, a sister of Mrs. Watson, also was painfully injured, while Mr. and Mrs.
Watson escaped with comparativeTho Watson boy
ly slight Injuries.
Is in a hospital hero
suffering with
internal injuries and a badly 'cut
head. Mrs. Kmmal has a fracture
of her right log. Mr. Watson says
he was blinded by tho lights of an
approaching car and swerved to
the sido, his car going backward
over the bank to the bottom of the
pass.
jy

and
Chicago, Aug. fi. Surface
elevated railway employes tonight
voted 9,02 to 5,086 to accept a
ten cent an hour slash in wages
and return to work thus ending la
strike which has paralyzed the
city's electric transportation system for the past six days.
,
Shortly after the result of tha
vote was announced, the first ele
vated train was pounding toward
the "loop."
;
FORDS
CLASH TOGETHER
ON'
FOURTH STREET PIKE

"DRIVERLESS"

Two driverless Fords met head
on near Monkbridge on the Fourth
street pike last night. It was an
even break both of them sustaining injuries In the neighborhood of
the radiators and then
turning
over.
One of the cars was driven;
AMI
by Jack Lewis, the other by P.ajr
HOCT
R.
New York, Aug.
Charlie .lones. No one was seriously ln
White. of Chicago, and Hobby Bar- Jured.
rett Of Philadelphia, will meet in
a fifteen round
bout tomorrow effect upon the gums, shrivelling?
night to decide which will be the them up. The result is that a per
next to meet Benny Leonard, son who
in tea near
for
hlj Iy always has two prominent frontJ
champion,
lightweight
title.
tcetn.

'

T

over-indulg-

FOCH LEAPS MEMORIAE SERVICES

''2TSJS--

t.t,i 1

de-

signed for the sale or disposition
of merchandise or other things
of value through the circulation
or, distribution of 'coupons.' 'tic
kets,' ''certificates,' 'Introductions'
and the like are held to embrace
the elements of a lottery and arc
also to be fraudulent."
Charily Chain IXter9'.
The chain scheme has been applied to charitable purposes. Organizations Of high standing wriU
to the postoffice to know whether
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WHAT'6
WRON5 ?

GOOD

BRICK HOME.
Four
d
rooms and
glassed-l- n
sleeping porch. Hardwood floors. Modern. Garage
and a. complete home. Located
close in on a good street and
can be bought very reasonable.
good-size-

Page Seven,

POOR BROTHER

"U

HA

iW THE NURbE 4ENf BY
O.POtsT TO CARE FOV-- '.
n
m THE PATIENT WITH
U

HURRAH'.

WON'T HAVE. To
TAKE HIM OUT WITH ME
SO KIN Q TO DINTY,

THE MEASLES AND THE.
DOCTOR SAXts HEL.L, BE.

Partt tonkihT,, an

ENJOf

MESELF:

awe,,,

SAX- - DINTT- - I

'

Mf7

I

LAID UP FOR. A 'WEEK!
i

By George McManiv
OVECi

jp

uui

t sick

AIS

uirsE TO LEAVE

i

INSURANCE
'n

TONIGHT-MAQOE- t

eROTHE.t
i

FIRE

When you saw the other
houso burn you
of your fire insurance. thought
Did you take out thai additional insurance you wanted.
Wo will be glad to have a
man call on you and fix it up.
Houses for sale, for rent, for
lease, many furnished houses
for rent or lease.
H, CHAS. R0EHL,
riiono 010.

ee

WON'T

Hir-- t:

IjOCATED
ON EAST CENTRAIi
A brand
new brick home.
Hardwood floors throughout.
rooms
Four
andv sleeping
Breakfast nook. All
porch.
kinds of built-i- n features. Furd
nace heat.
basement. Large screened porches
can
be bought for only
and
$5,250, on extra good terms.
.

Good-size-

on, build yourself a little
home. I have 2,000 adobe and
a nice pnrdojv T,ot, all for $250
?20 rash' and $10 per month.
Call nt nation's Store.

FOU RENT.
We have several good apartments and houses for rent in
all parts of the city.
LINCOCN addition1
few more good lots to be
had in Lincoln' addition, located on North Fourth street
with some shade and fruit
trees; also extra large lots.
Good terms.

U

A

D.'.T. KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Estate, Loans
Insurance.

Heal

210 W. Gold.

Phone

,

and
007--

OWNER SAYS SELL;
house and sleeping
porch, basement, front and service porch, garago, hot water plant,
lawn, shade, fruit, vines, walks,
facing McClellan's park. Call
& GRIFFITH,
K ACKERSON
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth.
t Phone 414.
My

five-roo-

m

--

frame
bungalow,
oak floors, fireplace,

$3,750

modern,
Central.

WANT

A

A GOOD

HOME?

HOME AND A
GOOD INVESTMENT
Seven room modern hous with

Six rooms and a largo glassed
sleeping porch, hardwood floors,
furnace, gas, garage, lawn,- - in
fine location on paved street,
and the paving is paid. The
price and terms are right. See
Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
216 W. Gold.
rhone 240.

new,

East

ROBERTS-TURNE-

CO.

R

Gold.

XV.

Phone 407.

SWELL
MODERN
brick, cjose in.
FIVE- GOOD
SURE
M.750
room. modern, Vest- - aide.
ROOM
FIVE
M.500 NEW
modern, West side.
MODERN
$4.200 SPLENDID
Fourth
stucco,
traml.
J4.200 SNAP IN SIX ROOM
modern. Fourth yard.
$3,850 CHOICE FOUR ROOM
modern brick, Fourth ward.
$3,800 CLASSY FOUR ROOM
Modern, elevation.
$3,750 GOOD SEVEN ROOM
modern, West side.
$3,600 SURE FINE IN FIVE
room modern. West side.
FOUR
ROOM
$3,250 A-- l
modern brick, West side.
ROOM
$3.150 NEW .FIVE
modern h. w. floors, etc.,
elevation.
$2,65Q THREE ROOM MOD- em, $200 cash.
WE HAVE MANY OTHERS
No trouble to show you. At
your service.
Members: New Mexico State
Realty Association.
1

5,000
five-roo-

m

five-roo-

brick, modern, well built,
hardwood floors, hot water heat, shade
nfl fruit trees, Fourth ward.
$4,200
adobe, stucco, bath, etc.,
east front, shade and fruit trees, North
Twelfth street.
Rome good buys in business property.
Lots and bouses In all parts of the city.

H(

A. nJEISCIEK, EerJJor

Accident, Automobile insurance,
Surety Boi Is, Loans.
No. Ill 8. Fourth St.
..elepbone (71.

WE WILL GET YOU 8

10

AND

for amounts of $500.00 and over
secured by first mortgages on
Albuquerque city improved property. All property to be shown in
person and papers "to De examined and, prepared by your attorney, our client's expense.

Goodall

Investment

FOR

ora

ll.?,LEN'.'v-Jotlr'Jo-

Apartment

menu.

208

Bouth

BOU,a' furnished.

Heron n.

JU

U

.1,

RENT Nice three-roofurnished
with sleeping
modern,
apartment,
porch. Call at 413 South High or phone
FOR
J524-.-

Three-rooCOR RENT
furnished apart
ment, with garage; water paid; adults
jio sick; rent reasonable. 1011 North Sec

ond,

bEKIRABl.E furnished four-rooapart- ment, glassed-l- n
sleeping porch; prl
1018 West Central, phone
vats bath.

"e"'

REN.T-Hou-

and unfurnished.

nnltors,

run

208

KhNT

Pr-h- -

Dr.

brick,
Burton,

building.
811 Xlnds;furnl,hed

McMlllln
West Onld

Completely

h,lrd wood
t...0m ,nU!"v;
103 Kouth Arno.
.

W"1rn

.....
i. i.jic.w

& Wood,

,.:
!
"OTa: Areola

formal,-.-

.

room house, sleeping
porch, modern, lots of
on car
line. 1207 North Twelfth, shade;
FOR tt'lSNT F
trausa and sleep-ln- g
porch, furnished.
614
Inquire
South Ertlth. phone 1405-tOR RENT F..ur five-roounfurnished houses. 705,
709, 715, 717 South
Walter, 840 each. Phone 1530
FOR KENT Modern furnished
cottace,
two rooms and
sleeping porch,
on car line. 122 glassed
South Edith.
uu RENT 108 South Arno, seven
rooms and bath, two-roobasement.
or r. f. McCanna.
r"""
OR RENT Completely furnished, three
room cottage, sleeping
porch, near University car Una. Phone 1478-FOlt RENT Twrt'-roofurnished houne.
with sleepInK porches; modern; 130
pit momn. t an at 70s East Santa Fe.
LIST your vacant nouses wun the
City
Really Co.. for promDt end rfiMni
207 West Oold.
service.
7.
phone
r URNISHED ROUSE ot four rooms.
sleeping porch,
opposite uni50
versitypir month. 1820 East Central.
FOR KENT Two cozy three-roowith sleenlne nnrrh., f,..n .t,.
Jd, $25, Room 7, First National Bank
uiiainR.

FOR

1379--

1002
APARTMENTS
West Central; location one of the
every
of
Albuquerque;
"beauty spots"
has private bath, electrie
apartment
conveniences.
rang and all modern
proprietor.
Phone 8.1. J.
WASHINGTON

BUSINESS CHANCES
FOR SALE

MONET

TO

sonde, gun

On watches., dla- and everything ralusole

LOAN

Mr. B. Marcus. 213 8onth First.
MONE V TO LOAN,
on first-clareal
Mc- f l.troo, 11,500, (2.000.
estate;
Mllilon and Wood toi West Oold.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable, oon- well fleTentlal. Gottlieb Jewelry Co., 105 N. lat

'y

Realtors.
Investments,

Loans.

Better

Have 6 modern HOMES that
must be sold at once, 2 are furnished, 3 are not owners are
leaving for the east this month
and want the money to take with
them.
Come in and let us tell
you about them, one of them
might be Just what you want.

Land
Lumber Co.

'THE PLUMBER,
216 North Third,

McKinley

Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.

I'll ONE

Albuquerque,

201

'&

New Mexico.

A, C, STARES
321 W. Gold Ave.
Phona 168

FOR

HELP WANTED
Hotel,

at th

,

"""""'

une or two (tood cooks, white
wages thirty dollars pr
or wre, commercial Cafe,
7. ,!r
."""Arlsona.
Holhrook,

.iu,ij
preterrca;

Fonmle.
WANTED

Woman to assist with house.
west i.eaa.
Winn,
KA.Mi.u HunJle wrapper. APP1? at
m
lua .ortn First.
Diure,
jnuii
WANTED Girl or woman to coolc and
do housework.
Cell at Mm " waat
Central.
WANTED A competent
cook for a
small annltorlum. Call at 120 North

after

Second

a.

m.

WANTED Experienced
ply at once.

aalesladles.

AP- -

THIS ECONOMIST

FOR SALE

Houaea

FOR SALE House, three rooms and
batly furnished. 1104 South Walter.
FOR SALE Good home, close In, with
Income sufficient for upkeep.
Phone
1S20--

FOR SALE Four, five and
modern .houses, sleeping porches. Phone
1S52-.-

tage

cheese

and

2413-J-

75-l-

capac-lty-

buttermilk.

Phone

FOR

owH.voe s

uairy,

pnrcne

jyjft-M-

SALE Planoa and player pianos;
values. Phone 106. Geo. P.
U'arnard Piano Co., 214 South Walter.
FOR SALE Standard make used player
planoa. In A- -l condition; will sell at
Payment plan. Phono
1499 J
pre-w-

EVERYTHING IN PLUMBING FIXTURES, and material. Pnmni and well
points. Thaxton Supply Co., Phone 472-mi isortn Kourtn.
THE KIND that stands the hot, dry climate of the west, II per gallon. The
Mnniann Co., phone 1834-J- .
FOR SALE Large assortment of automobile paints, varnishes and colors.
See B. F. Vonahan, automobile painting,
703 South Second.
Phone 6S1-FOU SALE Three-burn"Nosco Per
fect" oil stove with back and oven;
good aa new; Ivory Iron bed. half price.
m
Kast central, phone 1713-FCi SALE Blacn ourrents for maklnsJellies, plea, preserves and lams. Bentn Ranch, phono J417-Rfrom 6 to 8
morning. 18 to 1 and 6 to
nights.
ACCLIMATED
Pure Kanrod winter
seed wheat, yields seventy bushels to
acre, 4 cents per pound. John A. Jacob-sobox4 13, city. Phone 2414-RCEDRtJ CANTON Firewood Co., firewood
direct from Cedro canvon to user;
sawed and split In stove or fireplace
lengths; prompt delivery. Phoneions 2400-.1SOFT BPOTEUHcel and arch-cushprevent fallen Insteps: cures all foot
troubles. II. Planter Arch Supports. Thos.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
USB EFFECTO AUTO TOP and SEAT
dressing. Effectd Auto Enamel, Vals- parl Valspar Enamel on automobiles.
Homesiend
Paint.
Plymouth Cottage
Floor Paint. Roof Paint and Cement Sat
isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Centrnl. Phone 10S7-FORCED TO SELL, on 3 per cent lonn
In United States Loan and Investmen!
company, for $2,500. which has been
running sixteen months. Also one 8 per
cent loan In United Home Builders of
America for 12.000 which has .been runBoth should
months.
ning twenty-tw- o
mature soon. Box 83, Clovls, N. M.

FOR SALE By owner, new four-Toohouse, with screened porch, city water,
$2,000 cash. 130ff North Seventh.
FOR SALE By owner, suburban home,
four moms and sleeping porch, city
water, fruit trees, grapa arbor. Post-offic- e
box 2U. city.
FOR SALE OR LEASE Completely
furnished house, strictly modern, five
rooms and bath, two porches, 414 South
Fourth; FOR SALE Four-roohouse, two
porches, taodern; completely furnished,
or without furnltnre; priced Tight, ell
Smith Eighth,
FOR SALE Bungalow of five rooms
and hath, shade and fruit trees, vines,
etc,
Would consider good car In trade.
1024 Forrester.
FOR SALE New four-roohouse, In
two screened
University
Heights;
porches, garage, newly furnished; owner
116 Weat
going east; will sacrifice.
Sliver, phone 477.
FOR SALE Poultry-Eg- o,
FOR SALE! New ponies oy owner; una
FOR SALE
birds. Phone
J4 West Oold: one
Canary
2348-four-rooJ10
110 North Maple; one
North Maple; terma, Call 121 Weat Su- FOTt SALE Fifty 6. C R, I. Red laying
rer, phono 1919-bene.
Phone 1870-- J.
INCOME
$25 month, price $1,600. fig-urC. R. REDS
BARGAINS
over 26 per cent; two small houses TWENTY hens, INfineS.
layers, $2 each;
on corner lot, 60x142: also inoludes $2(0
four cock birds, $3 each. C. P. Hay,
worth good
furniture;
terms., Phone 2.16 North High.
'
1713-I WILL SELL a few of my fine pigeons
FOR SALE Three-ropmodern, cottage,
Friday and Saturday; prices reasonon Bouth Walter, completely furnished, able.
These fins birds are on West Cen-tra- l,
!37o down, balance 130 month; priced
opposite tha park. A. R. James.
below market value for quick sale. Call
at' 701 Kast Santa Fe.
WANTED
Houses
FOR SALE Well-buiby practical
WANT to buy small
modern house,
builder, 1676 cash, or best offer, buys
rather oloss In, ISO down, f30 monthly,
and glassed-l- n
sleeping porch.
box 395,
Interest.
Postoffice
Including
in
Electrlo and olty water,
Tha best
'
town for trealthseekers.
Palmer, 1112 city.
five-roo176-WANTED
TO
South High phone
RENT Four or
modern. In good location: will
FOR SALE In south
highlands, new . house, either
furnished or unfurnished.
three-roocottage, two large screened- consider
Address Mrs. R. Burton, Savoy Hotel.
iu purcnea, dks iioora inruiiHiit'ui. uu.nln features; a real buy; very small pay- WOULD LIKE to buy a nicely furnished
four room-vtdobment down, balance Ilka Test. 701 Eaat
house with bath;
rather close In; $60 down and $60
Santa Fe, or phone 698.
monthly. Including Interest. Address O,
care Journal.
PERSONAL

.

yr

:

Phone 1230.

FOR SALE Oil range, 110. W. P. Johnson, Dodson's garage, 811 West Marquette. .
FOR SALE Six shares Bryan Harveeler
stock, 115 a share.
Anderson, 610
South Broadway.
FOR SALE Bicycle, coaster modM. A- -l
condition, and roll-to- p
desk. Inquire
410 West Harrison.
FOR BALE A few
second-han- d
oil
stoves, oheap. The Exchange, 120 West
Old, phone 1111.
OU
SA LIS
Practically new gas hot- Plote. three burners nnrl atmtnar. l'.u
South Arno. phone S32-FOR SALE Table Brunswick, almost
new, i(,o.
Call 121 North High be.
tween-4:3end 6:30 p. m.
TYPEWRITERS, all rndVcs. 115 and up;
(1 per month.
Ifauquerque Typewriter
cicnange, iii south Fourth.
FOR SALE Roll top "desk, extra gnod;
ono minute electrlo washing
machine,
used thirty days. 919 Forrester.
FOR 8AIE Used tractors.
6.16 and
IV..E
IU anna plows
naraware
.hu
etwriment, j, Korber ft Company
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cottage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
.

..a.

TYPEWRITERS
TYPEWRITERS Alt makes overhauled
and rrralred. Ribbons for evar ma
chine. Albuquerque
HZ'
Typewriter

town,

(hiunu

EXCHANGE

BERNARD A, SLEYSTER
All Kinds of Insurance.
ItEAIj ESTATE.
112 South
Third Street.
Phone

14

House Hunting Made Easy

J.

E. Gonce,
110 West Silver.

Real Estate,
Phono

477.

waan...

'

1010
WANTED Sewing, l'houe 1680-FOR SALE OR TRADE
Forrester.
WANTED TO THADB learn of good HKMSTITCUINO pleating. Williams' Milwork horses for vaca.it lot: not par
linery, 200 Smith Uroadwa), ph. 777-ticular aa to location.
Phona 1658-i'lHST-CUASdressmaking, work guar-anteecall 310 Nyrth Broadway.
Sea Scott
320 West Lead, phone 1731-- J.
Rldenour.
SEWING 25o hour. Sitlsfactlon guaranteed.
Ill South Harvard. Phona
FOR

01

rti,

,

- rnnpeRENT
1804-'..

FOR

...

Journal

Miscellaneous

2400

Realty Sales Company
S.

1H

Second tit.

Phone

Uwlr

MaewJfrOeffli,

uu
,

"Tj

'

689

MONEY TO LOAN

210

207

W.

Phono

PROFESSIONAL

099.

CARDS

sI'IOIINIH.

JOU.N

W.

"

WILKON,

Rooms If,

Attorney
19.

and
Cromwell Building.
115J-J- .
Phon
HYHiriANS AM, HI KUMISS,"
8. I IH UTON,
lUwaeee tif tnn Stomach.
Bulla.
Harnett Tltilldlnf.
Hit. M.MIfJAKKT CAIITWItKillT."

'.

Realtors,
Gold.
Phone

Gold.

V.

2

B7.

17

f

uj

mono

central

671.

S. MABI.R SKKKLsri).

it.
Cftliena' rianlr llultdlnr.
Thono HHl-and 20'3-J- .

WANTED

on. h. c. riARrtu.
rye. Far. Vnu and ThM.I
Barnelt Building.
Phona
Office Hours
t" u a. m.. and 2 tn t P.

owner: $3,000 for three
years on one of the best homes
in University Heights.
By

Address Z,

G

Care Journal.
Rent-Roo-

'I

W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
''rnc,!o0
to
GI.N1TO . ritlNAHY

with Board
board. Ill

m

FOR

RENT rtoom
South Broadway.

with

ROOM AND BOARD,
South Broadway.
FOU
RENT
Olossed-l-

week.

611

with

n

porch.
114 North Marie.
poren,
with' board.
sleeping
110 per week
1207 East Central.
mi.ium a.nu BOARD wl'h glassed
no sick. 1027 Forrester.
FOU RENT Sleeping
porch. private
iamiiy, wim board. 205 South Walter.
rhon 1128-FOB KENT Nicely furntoned rooms with
flrst-clns- a
table board. Phone 1327-110 South Arno.
fOR RENT Large front room, adjoining
bath, for one or two, and board If
Phone 1340-J- .
ROOM. PORCli
ANp BOARD. $45 a
tray service; nurse's Care If
desired. Phone U7H-BOARD
flood home cooking, rates by
the meal or week. Mrs. Knight, corner Broadway and Oold.
FOR RENT Have lovely vacancy for two
convalescents. Mrs. w. H. Reed, phone
122e-J- .
400 Bouth Walter.
FO : RENT Airy ron ami
porch, with
s;
board; can accommodate two
4I
per month, rhone 1428-J- .
FOR 1IEALTHSEEKERS,
In
prlvaTJ
home; nurse care, tray service, rood
207 North High, ohone 174S-J- .
menls.
MRS. MARSHALL'S)
private home for
convalescents and bed patients; nurse's
care excellent
meals. rnono 1161-1107
orth Twelfth.
SPECIAL summer rttes. t5 per month;
excellent board. private room with
sleeping porch and tray service. St.
John's Episcopal Sanatorium, nhone 491.
MRS. CAR L BERHl.UND Private san.
1416 South Edith, two vacancies In
main building, ISO and 175 per month;
dining room and tray service; nurse's
enre If desired. Phone 13H5-bonrd

AND IHSRASl:?,

THE SKIN
Connection.
Phone HS6,
F. C. BAKES, M. D.
DTSonsesof ihe Kye. GIrkscs Fitted

Uiissernuin

Cltlipns

FOR SALE

021

Forrester.

711

S.

Broad-

In

CHIROPRACTORS

t Ali.Vil.N.

C'hlroprncdr.

19 Bnrt 20 ArisilJn llnlldlnsT.

CARPENTERING
FOR ODD JOUi and contract work, call
PBTTIPOriO THE ODD JOB MAM.
All kinds .if w.irk.
F'hine 1673-- J
WILL LSTIMATE all or any part ii
your wnrk; I make a specialty of lath
lng and shlngllns. w. 11. Conver, phon
2416-.II

FLOOH

FANOIMi We can resurfac
your old flours and mnke them Ilka
and moke your new floora perfect. '
Phone 2170-LET me figure your new house or ra
pairs; reasonable prices; work: ffuaran
H
teed; estimates free. Call 1755-BJohnson. fil rt John.
LET METrroi'r.r, wllh you on ncty and
old houses: estimates cu.aranteed.
R.
B. Caldwell, Contractor
and Builder,
phone J.159-WB DO ODD
an
'OB carpentering
house building, rensonahle;: Investlaata
our low prices; estimates free.
Phona
jaia-M- .
J. F. Kluken. 212 Tale.
I WANT you to Investigate my low prices
you have In view. A. IS. Palmor. Bunfta- new

i..t. j.uimi.-i-

i, x

i.

WANTED

v,

rn'ine nnvi,,
Rooms

ne
room for light house
keeping, hy working girl, that will
rent fur $10 a month and close In. Ad
dress O, care Journal.
WANTED-O-

WANTED
-

OB

Hlne.

nd

Livestock

SALE Two does.
WHITE DUCKS for sale,

llnnk

Office removed to 114 N. Seo-oat. ('.round floor. Phone 843,

v.a:vas

FOR

111.
m.

Real Estate

iyItutYOU have

buin.KM properly fur tulet
If With MrMUMnp
Wnnd.
Albuiiucriiiii'-.Sanie
re- - Irna
.
PAILV BTAliK
To Taos (Rend Down)
Leave
7:30 a. m.
10:30 a. m.
Arrive
13:30 u. m.

way.
FOU SALE

'

Horses, harness, and wagons.
81(1
North Broadway, phone 106S-FOR SALE
Cheap.
galted saddle
horse and saddle. JQO North Twelfth.
d
FOR SALE
Jersey-HLeave
...12:30 p.m.
stein; quick sale. 170, fresh in Sep
Arrlv
fl:0'J p. m.
tcroher. 1230 South High.
To A'.hoqueriiue (Rend I'p)
FOR 8AI E Flemish tjiants. Kufus Reds
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 7:00 p. m.
Santa Fe
Black,
does ans
bucks,
Belgians,
Leave... 4:00 p.m.
fr. ers.
710 West Lesd. phone 1925-flanta Fe
Arrive. . .12:45 p. ,n.
Arrive. .. 11 :15 a. m.,
Espani la
FOR SALE One Jersey and one Jersey-Holstei- n
Taos
Leave...' 7:10 a. m.
heifer; both fresh In SepFARE TO SANTA FK, 4.S0
tember. Inquire
at 212 West Lead.
TO
SII.IIO.
TAOS,
phone 1.
Rlnl!a
Albuquerque Headquarters
FOU SALE Cheap, 2 fresh Jersey cows, Brothera'
Btore. 210 West Central
rtrar
good milkers; also 3 Jerseys that will Aver
.
Phone Alio.
be fresh soon; will take payments. 1700
Panta Fe Headquarters Bank Confecwest Mountain Road, rhone 2317-i
tionery. Phone

FOR SALE

Furniture

FURNlTFIiE'REPAlRlNO
and upholster!
mono ei8-w- ,
or ZU35-ing.
Ervln
Bedding Company.
FOR SALE Mahogany dresser, quarter-sawe- d
oak buffet: very reasonable.
3
ivortn Kim, pnuie 212S-FOR SALE
Two oak wardrobes. Three
ook dressers, one wooden bed, three
sprmgs, three small center tables. 121
North Third.
FOB SALE Refrigerator,
cook stnvea.
wardrobes. Ivory dressers, eomnieta
Una of new and used furniture,
nine
phy Furniture Co.. 325 South First.
FOU SALE Edison
talking machine,
binger sewing machine, brass bed. mat
tress, spring: other articles not men.
Honed; all In flrst-clncondition; pot
been used by sick. 214 North Walter;
call between 6 and 1 p. m.

JIMS. CARDS

WE8TBCUN.")
Dally.
Arrive.
Depart
The Scout.... 7:30 pro t:IO ptn
I Calif. Limited. li,:J0 am 11:00 am
T
Fargo Fast..10:E0 am 11:10 am
be
Navajo.. 12:t ana 1: am
SOUTHBOUND. ,
'
No. II El Paso Exp
10:10 pet
No. 17 El Paso Eip
11:11 aa
EASTrQUND.
No. 1 The Navajo.. 1:10 pra 1:40 pm
No.
4 Callt. Limited. 6.00 pro
1:40 pm
No. 18. r. Bight..
ptn 1:10 pm
MATTRESS RENOVATING No, 10 The Scout.... 1:20 am 1:60 am
FEOU BOtTTH.
MATTK1CS8 RBNOVATINO. 13.50 nd up. No. JS From El Paao 1:1$ pna
... No. to From El Paso 1:01 an
Rue Olftftnlnip. fnrnlttiM
nitur, packln. Phone J3-or 80aB-No. 10 oonnecta at Talen
No, II
Velte- - Kur t Clt? M
foe Clerla, Pee

Train.
No.
No.
No.
No,

vtl

FOR SALE

Full

Real E.tat

KALK Choice
Kast Silver View
sou diock; part down, balance $10

Per month.
Phone
North 6econa, after

t

1727--

p. m.

or

G

OoaaL
connectNo.

trm

l Tialoa with Nn. II
t)
nd eottth
riovia and pulnta ae

1120V4

A NEW

HOIE

On North Thirteenth Street, five room frame, basement.
Areola heat. Built In features. Oak floor. A well built
home, In good location.

'

R--

Oarage. 314 Weil Coal
PLEATING, accordion, aide and box;
316
N. Crana.
mall orders.
North
Private garage. 323 South
.
Seventh.
Crane Apartment!, phona 'lit.
a.
Piano, excellent condition. HEMSTITCH INO done promptly In tha
boat possible manner, prices reasonable
--

.wiroFsn

'

TRADE

We have a splendid house at
Santa Fo to trade for property
in this city.

8

We have several sums to loan
out on first mortK0.se. 8 per
cent city real estate,
llouso No. 016 North Eleventh;
four-roomodern brick, twoi
50x300
lot
feet '
porches,
priced at $3,750; $750 cash,
balance like rent. See it today.

FOR RENT- - Rooms
Wioomat61West Copper.
FOR ltENT itoom and kltchenetteT" li
worm second.
RENT Cool tront room. 60S West For
lyii
run.

o,.,

RENT

CO,

Realtor,

MORTGAGE

Furnished and unfurnished houses
for salo or rent. Good service and
interest taken.

SAI.E-E- -4S

FPU RENT
FOU RENT

R

218 West Gold.
Phone 407.
CHOICE
RESIDENCE
AND
BUSINESS 1'KOPERTV. BUSINESS OITOHTUNITIES
AND
RANCHES

0ESTREICH,

City Realty Co.

FOR RENT Furnished room. 122 South
r.tgnt Hulck. J600;
nnn in
Rouanlh
. . ......
LL?!Cll'Jl!I!gl'rn"dCT- 1" West Onld. FOR
RENT Several roms, unfurnished.
E.XI'KKT RADIATOR
REPAIltlNO
O
124 South Edllh.
:y,lf,.LM!lL)v"rk"' 217 North Third.
run Kh.i-rurnls- hed
-"
FOR SALE
rooms'; :.cg and
touriq"?ljuick
" I'.
flrst-ilu- st
iiii'fr wrst Hold.
condition. Bond-Dllld- n
Co.
FUU
RENT
Furnishes rooms; uo chll- city.
uren. lie noutn walnut.
FOR SALE LlBhtllx
fl'r'st
car,
touring
class condition will trade f.ir vacant t i.HMbiiiiD modern rooms; no sick:f no
411
children
lot or roadster,
l'hono 1B23-VKiR KALE 1023 model Nash Six tour-In- LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
run 3.000 miles; a bargain. Hoover
loivMie omn. i.'ll west Roma
J '
FOlt RENT Furnished room and kitch-en- .
si npper,
1724 West Central, phone 252.
FOR SAI.IO OR THADisii'or car or
good
"
in good
lot. Call FOlt RENT Clean, coot sleeping rooms,
'iu"y
nny L
Transfer. 3J4 South Peimd.
4flfl Wo- -t
private entrance.
i,nn
oAL 50 to lb per cent on usprl t.r.a FUU RENT Sleeping nod housekeeping;
etc.; full stock for over twenty-fiv- e
rooms; reasonable
207 North Fifth.
different cars. Mcintosh Co., 311 West Cop- - FOR RK.Vr
Pifnsant housekeeping
rooms
near
sanatorium.
rhone,
1952 BUItflC llirht stx uTuHne
car, fiv 132S-pasaonuer. will be ant,1 fnr ht.f
.i. FOR RENT Three-roofurnlshhouse,
"'frr
718 South Third. Phono
week.
"L
Call 1.106 Kouth Waller, In rear.
- Ji"M,
FOR SALE Lui'Ke assortment nf auto. FOR RENT Very d.iTSiiile room, admobile paints, vanishes and colors. joining hath; olose In. 114 South Arno.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished slei-plnSee Jt. F. Monahan,. automobile
painting,
702 Eolith Second;
room, close In. 231 North Fourth.
phone 65 W.
ALBUQUERQUE AUTO WmSCKINCl CO. FOR RENT Rooms r.ir light housekeep-Ing- .
218 Bouth Walter.
New and Used
,
Phone 11B7-- J.
REPLACEMENT PARTS
FOR RENT Nice, mean sleeping and
In Stock for All Cars:
housekeeping iiwna IS 14 North Third.
ALL parts tested before leaving shop.
furnished rooms for
RaVllatora, electrical parts, tops, bodies, FOR RENT Two
light housekeeping; no sick. 42S Test
Merits, horns, Ignition sets,
etc. Iron.
Parts cnrrled for 22 makes ofsprings,
cars. New
Two nice rooms furnished
axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears FOR RENT
for housekeeping. Apply 617 West
carried for nil cars. ' Keep us In mind.
NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING
nousa
ItOOMSI
FURNISHED
also olep!ng
6
West Central.
Phona 4S4.
porches; reasonable. 809 South
WHEN IN NEED OF , i
TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, mag- FO
RENT
Nice,
clean apartments,
netos generators, erheela, gears, axles,
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 211ft West
bearings horns, accessories
Central.
come TO parts HBAnonATtTirna
bed room, adjoining
WE IIAVF1 SALVAGED TO DATE THE toil IlENT-Fro- nt
eath, close In and private family. 306
FOLLOWING MAKES OF CARS:
Roma.
Wert
Bulck C24, C25. D46, D55; Cadillac.
Chalmers, Chandler, Chevrolet 490, FB, FOR RENT One front room for light
401
per month.
housekeeping, $15
jinny urana; t
Dodge, Dort,
Ford, Hup 20 H. K. N.; Maxwell, Mitch- South Seventh.
ell Olds 8. Overland, everv model: Rnion FOR" RENT Room
or
with
without
4 and
: Etudebaker 4 and 6; Wlllys-Knlgh- t,
no sick.
sleeping porch, gentleman,
every model.
1211-J- .
If you don't sea your car la the above Phone
FOR RENT Nice out-sin- e
net. remember.
sleeping
WE- ARE SALVAGING
216ft
looms.
Atbuquero.ua Hotel,
LATH MODEL
North fleoond.
CARS EVERY DAY.
In addition to the largest stock of used FOU
RENT Clean furnished rooms,
parts In the state, we carry a COMwith or without board. $9 per week.
PLETE Una of NEW gears, drive shafts, 313 South Sixth.
nxla shnfts and general accessories, for FOU RENT
Large front bedroom, adev.ry car.
407
joining bath, private entrance.
OUJt PRTCES ARB THB LOWEST.
Fifth
street.
North
VIADUCT GARAGE.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
600 SOUTH SECOND.
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Largest parts house m the state.
Theater. Slut West Central.
LINCOLN APARTMENTS, newly'furnlsh-e- d
WANTED Position
rooms: hot water, cool and clog In.
WANTED Housework Ly the day. Phoue 312 South Third, phone 914-1845.
FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
WANTED washing and Ironing to take
rooms in modern home. Apply Mrs.
home.
Phone 1H04.
Fred Hamm, 023 North Second.
WANTED Work by the hour. Phone FOU SiiTvT Two rooms with sleeping
1343-after 6:S0 p. m.
porch, for housekeeping; modern; ga1210 South Waller.
HOUSE cleaning, floor polishing, lawn rage If drslrsa,
g
work, can j. w. Lowe, phone 14.10-FOU RENT Furnished
llghthousekeep-Inrooms;
gas,
bath, rhone: well peoWANT ED Nursing; two years' hospital
experience; prlco 'reasonable.
Phone ple, no children. 419 West Oold.
1283-.and
ELCIN HOTEL Blcepln ' rooms
housekeeping apartments, by the day,
WANTED Job driving truck, In town
week or nonth. B021t West Central.
or country. Call at 1005 South ?.
FOU RENT front room, well furnished,
adjoining bath, use of phone, close In;
WANTED By experienced
chambermaid; would like half days' work. one or two gentlemen. 70S West Silver
Phone m9?-M- .
front
RENT Nicely furnished
FOlt
room, private entrance; furnace heat;
KALSOMININU. cleaning paper and
21S
Ninth.
North
gentleman preferred.
cleaning kalsomlne,
Ooodson.
John
FOU RENT, Nicely furnished room. In
phone 21M-modorn home, close In. two blocks
WHY NOT (KING BERT) for your wall
from
poetofflce: no sick. 417 West Lead.
cleaning and Janitor service;; I never
097-Call
FOI RENT Exclusive, well furnished
disappoint.
Bert.
room, with large aleeplng porch, hot
WANTED Position as nurse or comheat and hath; centrally located.
panion: best of cltv references. Mies water
B21
Phone 1 744-West Coal.
Baker. 600 North Becond. phone 1156-WANTED Position doing light house- SPECIAL OFFER Well furnished light,
new modern home,
In
brand
room,
airy
work or nurse maid
competent
by
peo
American woman. Address A. R. care private porch entrance; employed
Phone 1049-reasonable
ple preferred;
Journal.
bed
cool
desirable
RENT
FOR
Very,
CALL HUTCHINSON for house cleaning
room, with lavatory and shower batrrs.
and wait cleaning, floor waxing, paintprivate home; no sick
ing, kalsomlnlng. and chimney sweeping; In
or can til west
taken. Phona 1102-1100 .ion Man, phone 20S2-J- .
Coal.
WANTED.
POSITION Painting, paper FOR RENT Two
househanging and wall naner cleaning: free
keeping rooms; gas anoV water In the
Phone
work
estimate;
guaranteed.
berk
and
nice
.
kitchen;
yard;
porch
lon-w412 Southern avenue.
floor; no sick; close In. lot West
WANTED Man to milk and do gon- - ground
Iron.
eral farm work, good pay for the
right person. Address La Esperanza
DRESSMAKING
Hotel, Jemez Springs, New Mex.
FOR

KOOF1NQ
Alvarado EXPERT
guaranteed work, phone 1834-- J
DEANGELIS,
pure milk, butter, cot
age with

iir

"""iao

AUTOMOBILES.

Phone
FOR (SALE llefrlgeratur,
excellent condition.

woy over school
Klstler Colllster at company.
BliAKEMES.
Jiiiuis.N.
beginners
juu; no strike.
viv,
Railway,
care
Morning Journal.
WANTED Box factory operators, ma- tiiuie leeoers. rippers, cutters, for
113 Bouth Third.
to make 2,000 adobe
....iiiu-,m- ii
vurmeni on lot. call between 1
"
h.ast Grand
CONCRETE form pirn.,.,...
..
laborers: rnnrf what. , ...........
s.k r.uipn'yment Airency. no H. Third.
L,ive wire aa pfttnnn tuln.
who can sell real estate and fir. tn'l
lcM"llon na Wood. 20 West
A Vi

bpycle.

eou

2413-R-

Mate.

boy,

SALE--MscenAn-

THE

FpllKEN

'

,

ROBERTS-TURNE-

$5,-00- 0.

Grade $16.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

PAT,

t-

five-roo-

Phono 410.

120 W. Gold
BUT SEMj Oil TRADK
IX'llMTCRE, ETC.
T. L. & V,. Jj. McSPAODEN
Phone 1111.

It Lasts
$10.00 Per L'oa'd

'

"MONEY .TALKS"

ell

f

As Long As
A

H-

Pebble dash, eight rooms, modern. Well located, First ward.
Terms, 7 per cent on deferred payments.
Close in Second ward, six rooms
and
glab.d-i- n
room,
sleeping
Five hundred
$5,800.
modern,
down, balance like rent.
Almost now,
bungalow,
Third ward, fine location, garage,
shade, lawn, $4,000. Easy toi.ns.
New stucco adobe, five rooms and
bath, fire place, oak floors,
basement, excellent location
$4,200, terms.
MeMHLlON' A WOOD, Roaltora.
V. Gold. Insurance,
00
Ijoans,

FIRST

J.

Inc

nt

Money to Loan

A BRICK HOME
On Luna boulevard, at a price
that you cannot beat, five
rooms and sleeping porch, fire
place, furnace, garage, lawn,
trees; part terms.
R. MoCLrOHAX.
REALTOR.
204 V. Gold. Phono 442-Real Estate, Insurance, Notary
Public.

Living and dining room across the
front, built-i- n
.hook cases, fine
fire place, prettiest kitchen in
town, breakfast nook, hardwood
floors, fine sleenlne
J. P. Gill Realty Company, I
Phono 770.
823 IV. Central.

lVeaturb Service.

OPPORTUNITIES

D. KELEHER,

Realtor.

lar calls for other amounts.

TERMS.

r(g)'l922 by Int

211 W. Oolil

On good Albuquerque property,
we can place- at onee $2,600,.
$2,260, $2,800 and have regu-

New Mexico

Crystal rooming house,
furnished. Inquire 223H Bouth Second.
WANTED Miscellaneous
eleven
house,
FOR SALE Rooming
WANTED
goodJU "first
On
MONIjV
rooms; good, location. 21414 South
mortgage!. MeMllllon 4 Wood.
FOR SALE Hotel, twenty rooms, pool TRANSFER and acavenwof work done,
'
reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith, 722
hall and bar; good lease. 113 South
Bast Iron, phone 1970-First.
onck building. WANTED To buy a good second-han- d
FOR SALETwo-stor- T
315 South Firsts location good for am
McCasty credit register, 2S0 customer
size.
A. C. Wllley, Banta Fe, N. M.
kind of business.
FOR SALE Restaurant; best location In MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 516 South
McMIUIon
and
Sea
First, will nay tha highest prices for
city; a bargain.
your second-han- d
Wood, S0 West (Sold.
clothing, shoes and
y.
.
furnltcra.
,
Phone
315
FOR SALE Albuquerque
Hotel,
8outh First, Albuquerque Cafe, pool
6x11 Rug's Cleaned 11.58.
room.
819 South First.
renovated. 13.60 and op;
WANTED TO BUY, rent or lease hotel MATTRESSES
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
.
or boarding house.
Addrasa Mrs. F. Bedding
Co.. phones H18-or 20S6-- J.
New, 608 West New Tork.
Careful Kodak' finishing.
business WANTED
WB HAVE A- -l money-makin- g
Twice dally service. Remember, satis
opportunities, such as. merchandise, faction guaranteed,
Send your
groceries, garages and other )rlgh-cla- Roberts-- to a reliable, established firm. finishing
Hanos
not advertised locally.
proposition
ft Hanna. Master Photographers.
Turner
Co.. 318 Wa
Ooldj
BANK WANTED
FOR
To buy controlling Interest
WANTED
of a 110,000 or 115,000 capital bank. FOfiVRRNT
Building at 411 Weat CopWrit T. E. Sullivan, 808 West Twe:
per! suitable for garago. Inquire H. H.
Sherman, at First Saving Bank and
third street. Oklahoma City, Okla.
Trust company, phone I.
FOR RENT Ranchea
FOR RENT Store room and cellar. 25
by 60 feet the rear of 109 gouth First.
FOr'XKASE 330 acres of good mountain eenaaatht
.
h
allaw An- land:
good Gold and Central avenues. aAnn4
grating and agricultural
Fred Luthy.
grass and winter protection; good tour-roo- at inisan National nana.
house! 35o an acre per year. Call
WILLi arrange to ault tenant a 16x100
st 1207 Virginia boulevard,
mot brick building; Jtood oondltlon:
J. W. BRASFIELD. watch, clock and Jaw.
WELL CONTRACTOR
opposite Santa Fa shops- - reasonable
116 South Second.
airy work.
terms. See r writs L. Heran. 101
driven
ini repaired; N rth First. Alhnauerqnf V. U.
WKLLH PrtlLLil).
CAN FURNISH home for few healthy
pumps, tanita, towers. J. r, woimng.
boys wishing to attend, Albuquerque
SJ West Marble, pnone ltsi-w- .
; '.''J-- . iS?
,ch1 Ad4.r,,,..Mt,lir'

RENTStoreroom

Insurance,

J5.

fhone

Gold.

Wanted,

WANTED Housekeeper; wIlFglve good
home In exchange for light housework;
country. Address O, R care Journal.
WANTED Maid for family of three;
moderate work, no laundry and pleasant room; wages 35 per month.
Box 409. care Journal.
WANTED
young American
Healthy
woman to assist with light house work
and csra for two small children, In
Santa Fe; no
Box 20 Santa
two Fe, New Mexico.washing.

RENT Two Toorn house.
Slecplrisr porches. modern end
e.ie.
FOR RENT Furnished
sleeping nlshed.
rjm,
415 South Broadway,
Phone
for
and
kitchenette,
light 1S09-porch
housekeeping. 701 Bouth High. Inquire
FOR RENT Jfodern hnck house, nicely
70? Bcuih High.
FOm RENT Two-roolurnisnea, six rooms, front and back
furnished apart
highlands; close In.
ment; hot and cold water, lights and screened poroses;
rnono
jn(-j- .
42H4
rent
reasonable.,
phone paid;
FOR RENT Three-rooSouth Broadway.
hmi
'with
chicken house for two hundred chickens
FOR RENT One large and on small
and
garage,
for
1205
lights
water.
West
furnished
completely
apartment,
215 iron, pnone 4D0-housekeeping. Crane Apartments,
FOR RENT New, cosy, three room unNorth Seventh, phone 814.
furnished
FOR RENT Three room modern well
cabinet,
cottage.- - built-i- n
lights and wafer; never occupied. Call
furnished apartment, "shower bath
disappearing bed; adults only, mornings. 1712 South Edith.
sick preferred.
Apply 600 ho. waiter, FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping
FOR RENT Furnished apartments, conporch; place for chickens and chicken
venient to sanarbrlums; four rooms, house; excellent for health aeekers. Call
t lain South Second or phone 1573-glassed-l- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central, FOR RENT Two small bungalows, two
or see McMHHn Ik Wood, Phone 848.
rooms and glassed
sleeping porch,
FOR RENT Two rooms, with kitchen- completely furnished for housekeeping;
ette, bath, phone and sleeping porch, lights and water paid. Old West Coal.
private entrance; completely furnished;
modern, with gas. 1005 Forrester. Fnone
MONEY TO LOAN
1018--

co.,

NEW AND COSY.

nn.'.ir.u

FwI?tfc.RE,N"rTF'""-room,7,L
"'j;epl"S
9,

XV.

J,

Apply, '

makers.

limber
- . .

Thoreau

house with sleep- -

Two-roo-

323

Mckinley land and

WANTED-B-

Hlifh.

FOR RENT Two nice, clean rooms and
for light
sleeping porch, furnished
housekeeping. 321 Soutty Walter, phone

Tie

FOR RENT
n
house.
with porch, 1021 gouthfurnished
Walter.
FOR RENT Four-roofurnished house;
plns Porcnea, aodern. Phone
1478-w- "

FOR KENT A two-rooapartment. 41S
I
North Second.
FOR RENT Furnished four-rooflat. FOR RENT
hi di f west eiiver.
FOK RENT Small cool desirable apart- FOR RENT Furnished apartment and
1010 Forrester.
garage, rnone IS90-FOR RENT Ll?ht housekeeping; roonu
reaeonapie. Olldersleeve Electrlo Co.
FOR RENT Three room and sleeping
iorcn; private Datn. 315 West Granite,
pnone 1701-toa RENT Two furnished rooms, for
.light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
-i
yoiitn second.
FOR RENT-Thre- e
rooms. elaasad in ilMn
lng poivh, beautifully furnished, close
in. ijirone iiinx-j- .
l'OR RENT Two room apTVTTment f..r
housekeeping:: hot and cold water In
Sill) South' Broadway.
kitchen.
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
inreo rooms ana private bath. 218 ft
lortn iseof.no, Ainiinuerqtle Hotel.
FOR RENT One single, one larger beau
furnlohed
hot
tlftilly
aparatment;
water. 1211-1- 5
West Roma, phone 490-FOR KENT Furnished apartment, four
rooms, modern; also two-rooapart
ment with sleeping porch. 1104 North

WANTED

"

RENTIweIIing
Fourth.

JL9K

Co.

Room 6 Grant Bldg.
(Over Golden Rule Store)
Phono 349.
Insurance, Loans, Real Estate

Franklin & Company

Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance.

8-- 7

One or more pieces of land on
North Fourth street for houses
or vacant city lots.
Money to Loan on
City Property.

Seven-roohouse on South
Broadway, close in, shade and
grape vines. Partly furnished
for $5,000. Terms if desired.
Better see this one.
"Our personal attention to
every littlo detail."
Phono 857.
Limited amount of money to
loan first mortgage.

Realtors.

16,000

V

WILL TRADE

SPECIAL VALUE

3
hardwood floors,
sleeping
porches, complotely furnished.
You canlive in this house and
make enougrh'Sin the side rentinterest
ing rooms to pay
on the whole investment,
For
price and terms see
A. Li Martin Companyj"

Jas, M.' Johnson,

FOR SALE

218

WHILE THE STRIKE

Is

.WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor
rhone

110.

223 West Gold.

i
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Pajre Eiprht.

Yellow Freestone Peaches
KAMA'

CR.UVIOUDS

1)11".

HARD

TODAY

Flour lias derMned.

Hod S(nr brand

Is

FT r:

mjg'

ABOUT

Twenty-seve- n
crates of Mrsllln Valley Cantaloupes were
received Saturday mid sold and more due b,vv express today.
They Just could not 1e better.

rw

TO APPEAR AT PASTIME TODAY

s HOPMEN 11! E

mt

TEST

mnmmrr

the friend maker.

CASH

V

STORE,, Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c

III DURAN POOL

Telegram Is Sent to Presi
dent and Railway Officials
in Answer
to Recent

Drilling has been renewed in
the test well which was started in
the Duran oil field near Gallup
two years ago and Is progressing
rapidly, according to B. B. Owens,
oil operator who, with J. J. Faye
is conducting the new operations.

508 West Central.

Explaining the type of men now
employed at the Santa Fe shops,
the committee
representing the
shop employes at Albuquerque sent
the following telegram last night
to Warren O. Harding, President
of the United States; 3. Purcell
Santa
assistant to
Fe railway, Chicago, 111.; F. A.
western
Lehman, general manager
lines Santa Fe railway, Amarlllo,
Texas:
"Dear Sirs: We have noticed In
one of the columns of our morning paper the telegrams sent tor,
Mr. Harding by Mr. W. E.
secretary Santa Fe System
Federation of Shop Crafts, with
N.
headquarters at Albuquerque,
M
In which he states that the
new organization being formed on
the Santa Fe system is camouflage
and gotten up by the supervisory
forces. This is not true. This organization was originated by the
for
themselves
local employes
their own protection and the proentered
have
who
others
of
tection
Santa Fe Rcrvice since the Inception of this organization and the
management had nothing to do
with it.
"It is absolutely untrue and
erroneous that any employe in
these shops was intimidated Into
signing for the formation of this
It is not true that
organization.
a large number of negroes were
imported from the south. There
are only twelve negroes among
the four hundred and sixty men
now employed at this point doing
work of the men that left the service on July first and most of
these negroes have lived here all
their lives and are good law abiding citizens. There may be some
but
in the bunch
we have not seen any moonshine
liquor around here yet.
"The former employes that are
now in the service are men that
have lived here nearly all their
lives and were laid off about a
jyear or more ago when work was
slack. Among these men are
jmany loyal employes who have
their homes and families and a
of relatives and
large number
friends in the county of Bernalillo. If these men were the type
(and character of which Mr. Wll-- ,
haber claims they are in his tel-- I
egrams we would feel sorry for
some of the union men who have
iwth their
Interfered
peaceful
pursuit, assaulting them on their
way to and from work and ston
ing their houses and painting them
yellow. The men now within our
ranks are of a high type and
character and are true loyal
American citizens and we ask protection as such and we also ask
as to our seniority
protection
rights."
Committee Representing Shop
Employes at Albuquerque.
(Signed)
E. Seufert,
A. B. Matthews,
W. T. Boyd,
M. Q. Garcia.

his temporary headquarters;
The Duran field has been the
interest
subject of qonsiderable some
time
among oil operators for
and two years ago, a company was
formed at Gallup and a test well
started' and drilled to about
feet before it was abandoned.
It Is the purpose of the new
company to extend the drlllnig
operation to the Pennsylvania
sands which are expected to be
encountered at from 2,300 to
feet. Several Gallup business
men have - associated themselves
with Owens and Faye In tho operation. Mr. Owens stated yesterday that he expected to ttart
another test well In tho Duran
structural area in the rear future.

TODAY

Wlld-habe-

TODAY AND TOMORROW

ey

William Fox

jmsenU

Story ly Gla3ysE Johnson- - Scenario by Paul Schofwld
Direcbe by Hvty Beaumont,
Also "Fox News" Topics of the Day
and a Two Reel Comedy
Regular Admission Prices

i

Theaters Today

1

I

I

"B" Theater Repeating today
for the last time the picture.
Norma Macuregor," with Joe
us
Moore and Eileen Sedgwick
the leading stars; also repeating
the "Go Get 'Em Hutch" episode
and the "Current Events"
VAr-re-

Just

Engaged For the Day

Jeanne Carpenter
Five year old movie actress will appear in person

to meet the children.
Wednesday

TOM MIX in "FOR BIG STAKES"

LOCAL ITEMS

j

el

Paotlmo Themer The manage
ment is repeating today "Lights of
Mason
the Desert," with Shirley
as the principal star; also repeat
ing the ' Fox Views' pictures, ana
ne comeay.

FOUR YEARS ALLOWED
NORTHWEST MOUNTED
FOR
FILING
ESTATE
POLICE OF CANADIAN
TAX REFUND CLAIMS
WILDS AT "B'' THEATER

Coal Supply Co. Pbone 4 and 6.
Knight of Pythias will meet toFollowing recent decisions In the
night at K. of P. hall at 8 o'clock.
supreme court of the United States
The rank of page will be con- In the cases of the
Union, Trust
ferred.
executors, against War-del- l,
Factory wood, full truck load, company,
four dollars. Hahn Coal company. tor, collector, and Shwab, execuagainst Doyle, collector, the
91.
Phone
statement was
'
Special communication of Tem- would not be published that forit
necessary
ple Lodge No. C, A. F. and A. M., estates to file claims
for refunds
this evening at 7:30 for work In to which they were entitled
under
the first degree.
such decisions
The existing regulations provide
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
for the refunding of estate taxes
only upon the filing of a claim
!
DOINGS
therefore by the taxpayer. It will,
tnererore, bo necessary for all taxHeights has more payers who are entitled to a reUniversity
beautifu rainbows than in any fund, of estate taxes by reason of
other section of the Ktate, and the above entitled decisions to
they are particularly the envy of make formal claim on form 843,
the people from the city proper. which claim should be filed with
Our unfortunate neighbors of the the collector for the district wherelowlands watch for them every in the tax was paid for transmittal
afternoon, some say the beautiful to the office of the commissioner
colors are a reflection from the of internal revenue for appropriate
roses and California poppTes that action.'
Section 322S. Revised Statutes.
grow on the Heights.
Over '$1,000,000 has been in- amended by Section 1316 of the
revenue
act or 1921 provides that
In
on
vested
the
improvements
Heights, and there Is a law re- - all claims for the refunding or
crediting of any internal 'revenue
atneting loose livestock from tax
been erroneous
trespassing on that section. The ly oralleged to have
assessed or collected
property owners of the Heights must illegally
bo
to the commispresented
are entitled to that protection and
will Insist that the law must be sioner of Internal revenue within
four
years next after payment of
observed.
tax.
estate
Consequently
The state highway commission such
taxes
by the above deciehould at leat be prepared to sions affected
can only be refunded prodrug Central avenue east of the vided a claim
Is
within four
'university after each local show- years next after filed
the payment of
er. It would save the state a lot such tuxes.
bf money; otherwise will result in
a, great waste of money,
It Is a very old belief that the
souls of the dead pass to heaven
XET ST AltS TO IIOSTOX
in
the form of birdH, and in the
i Seabright, N. J., Aug. 6. Members of the French and Australian eastern countries it is still believed
pavis cup tennis teams who played that some of these souls flutter
In the invitation tournament here about us In bird form.
tist week, today left for Uoston
and
where on Thursday, Friday
tJontry's eRKs, 50c; for wile tit
they will meet in the lending triwerios.
Saturday
(nil-finof
the
round
Davis cup
'
COXTBACTIXO
KfjRCTRICAL
play.
Forrest II. Nourse Klnctrlcal Co.
" Journal Want Ads
Phono 1253-Bring Results.

23

age

EVERY

WAY!

JOE MOORE
AND

EILEEN SEDGWICK
IN

"ARREST
NORMA
MacGREGOR!"
A Thrilling Story of the Canadian Northwest Mounted
Police.
ADDED ATTRACTION

BRADY Funeral services for
John Brady, Jr., who died Saturday, night at his residence, 423
West Cromwell avenue, was held
yesterday afternoon. Burial was
at San Jose cemetery. Meadows
and Martinez were in charge.
SHELBURNE
James Herbert
Shelburne,

IN

FUNERALS

AND

DEATHS

years,

ttPSSV

'

Hurcir
in
Current Events
tJ?T

7

Regular Prices

son of

and Mrs. J. M. Shelburne,
died at his home six miles south
of the city at 3 o'clock yesterday
afternoon. Ho came here from
Wash., three years
Bellingham,
ago with his parent9 and is surhis
vived
mother, father and
by
Little Jeanne Carpenter and Mary Pickford snapped as the child
sisters: Mrs. T. J. Young,
actress was about to play the part of "little" Mary Pickford in a re- three
Mrs. 'H. C. Porof
cently released film which has established hor as tho most talented ter, Albuquerque;
of Bellingham, Wash., and
child actress of the screen. She will be here in person at the Pastime
Mrs. Vass E. Shelburne, of Seattle,
today.
Wash. Funeral services will be
Jeanne Carpenter, tho tiny film
old, Jeanne held from C. T. French's chapel
years
Scarcely
sensation who has recently play H has been appearing on the screen at 10 o'clock Tuesday morning,
with
Pickford,
Douglas for the past three years. She Is Rev. W. A. Guy officiating. InterMary
Fairbanks. Charles Hay, Clara now on her way to the coast to ment will be in Fairview cemeKimball Young and many other tnke part in a new production. tery.
of the grown-ustars, will stop Her father, C. H. Carpenter, is
The GHdersleeve Electric Co.,
ever in Albuquerque for a short accompanying her.
"ii" today,
the guest of the
Jeanne played tho Mind child 211 East Central. Pbone 797-No Man ' Knows," a
in "What
Pastimo theater.
She is Just as lovely In person widely heralded picture in which
as on the screen more so, many Clara Kimball Young stars and
r a m
of her film ndmirers claim.
which is booked for release in
W A H 1 . U
fans can Judge for tho nonr future. She recently was I
themselves
this afternoon when with Mary PIckTora In "Daddy
Fifteen Horsepower
fS ten m
Long Leys."
shqappears at tho Pastime.
Engine.
Mr.

H

CONTTNCOCS

picture.

There's a vivacity about this
star a ralialing
glow which
captures everyone who watches
her on the screen. She Is an nrt
1st In all she does. Her
laughter
and her tears are genuine mirth
and sorrow.
Allan Forrest supports Miss
Mason in "Lights of tho Desert,"
and Harry Beaumont directed tho
is reported to
picture which
have been most, favorably received
esewliero by both critics and

"PINKS'"

LAS CRUCES
v

AREJFINE EATING
P. M. Leakou,

for years

pro- -

Room

Hotel.

Sturges

10,

0. 0. F. CARNIVAL
POPULARITY
PRIZE
WON BY MISS CAIRE

Maid Wanted
Family of three; pleasant room
with moderate work and no
laundry. Wages $35 per month.
ADDRESS BOX 409
s
Care JournnI

'f
Irene Cairo was the
the diamond ring which
was the first prize in the popularity contest conducted by the
I. O. O. F. carni'Zal last week.
Miss Frances Pehercr, South, Edith
street, receives the second highest number of votes and was
awarded the lavelliere.
The counting of tho votes was
greatly delayed Saturday night,
due to large numbers being
turned in at the last moment,
midnight, and a great part of the
left
crowds had
the carnival
tho
total was
grounds beforet
reached and lie prizes aw,arded.
With the popularity contest,
the lottery, street dancing and innumerable fun booths, the I. O.
O. F. carnival, which is an annual
event, was one of tho most successful ever held here. Thousands enjoyed it during its three-da- y
run.

Miss

win-nerf-

i

Guys Transfer and

Storage

Works
Manufacturer

"FALSE ALARM"
A Two Part Christie Comedy

,
of

Repairer

Regular Prices

ACTO AND TRUCK BODIES
SPRINGS AND WHEELS
Blacksmlthing and Woodwork,
702 S. Second. Phono 551--

it A

,...l',"??

4- -

GALLUP COAL

NOTICE
for the

--

Phone

fend

A First National Attraction

ADDED ATTRACTION

Reymanh's Auto Body

HO-- J.

Raymond

A "different" romance
of the Southern Se
Katherine MacDonald
as the unbeliever
to
whom even love is a
lie.

We haul anything, any time and
anywhere.
323 South Second
Phono 371
Night Phones 200.1-- J and 1209--

now one of the proprietors bf the
Pullman Cafe at Las Cruces, N.
M., remembered W. T. McCrelght
yesterday with a few excellent
samples of New Mexico Pink
Queen Cantaloupes, grown in the DR. FRANK f,. Mnet'RACKEN,
rich Mesilla.
near T.na
v.t!cv.
B. Marl K U WlJ.i,
DA1SV
duces. Samples were placed in UK. Osteopathic
Physicians.
tne compliments or Mr. Leakou K. F.
Building. Phone Office 89 V
the hands of the news force, with
Residence
to "cat and be merry." Mr. Leakou
writes "Albuquerque is the best
and largest town in fact, but Las
Cruces raises the best melons in
DAHLIAS
&
GLADIOLI
the country."
Fresh cut all colors Send a
friend a box today.

654 TAXI LINE
Phone 654

TO 11 P. M.

trr

ii

beauty and exceptional talent in
both light comedy and emotional
work are said to have excellent
material for their display in this

1

LAST TIME TODAY

p

st

Lyric Theater "The Infidel," a
fireat thrilling southern seas feature. Is being repeated today for
the last time; also repeating the
two-reChristie comedy, "False
Alarm."

HIGHEST CLASS

J,-1-

nt

LET'S GO

LAST TIME TODAY

Mr. Owens is making Albuquerque

,

i"",t"M."iM"-"W-

THEATRE

E

Charges.

','""""

DRILLED

BEING

f

The sale of Welch's Grape Juice goes merrily on.

WARD'S

VJx

ILL1

OIL

next issue of the
Copy
Albuquerque
telephone direcon
closes
8th.
tory
August
Kindly report any changes to
Commercial office before above
date.

The very liet. Unloadlnc now from cars. A ton or more In
your bin is the best fuel Insurance.

i

F. Bloom,

COAL SUPPLY & LUMBER CO.

THE MOUNTAIN STATES

217-J- .

TEL.

& TEL.

CO.

4

PIIONESA-- 5

VM. R. WALTON,

President ami Mannger

f

:.

J.

L. C. Morris
'

Si 7

SIGNS

Moved To
West Gold. Phone

IP SHE
DTERS

881--

Phone

HVG
453.

Cleaners

AND HATTERS

CLEANING
(or. 61b and liold

Mounted
The Royal Northwest
police who patrol the vast open
stretches of the western provinces
of the Dominion of Canada have
no counterpart for the vastness of
the territory they cover nor for
their efficiency In running down
Since the
fugitives from justice.
days when Jack London exhausted the South Sea Islands as a field
for romantic thrillers the novelltss
of this country and Canada have
and
turned to the Northwest,
among all the stories which have
ft
for
world
of
the
section
that
background the Royal Mounted
figure to a greater or lesser degree. The latest story to have its
Inspiration from this body, is "Ar
rest Norma MacGregor!" written
by Harry Chandlee and William B.
Laub, and it will be seen In
form for the last time at
the "B" theater today.
AMERICAN CRUISER TURNS
GUNS ON ISLAND UPRISING;
SEE PICTURE AT LYRIC
American cruiser and a comof real U. 8. marines are
in some of the most thrilland spectacular scenes of
latest
MaCDonald's
Katherine
starring vehicle, "The Infidel,"
which is the First National atf
traction at tne Lyric theater, being .repeated today for the last
time.
The big guns of the American
cruiser are trained on the palace
of tho Mohammedan ruler of the
island, while the marines dash to
the rescue of the white popula
tion, which has been attacked by:
tho revolting natives.
The palace Is laid low by the
shells of the big guns, while the
rest of the village is in flames, j
providing one of the most vividl
spectacles ever screened.
An
pany
used
ing

SHIRLEY MASON AT
THE PASTIME Til EATER IN
"LIGHTS OF THE , DESERT"
"The.'
Lights of the Desert,"
with Shirley Mason as the loading Btar, is the main attraction
at the PaBtime theater today. It
relates the adventures of a girl
who is stranded with a show in
a desert town in tho west. She
is shunned by the women goRsipa
of the town, and makes good in
tho face of untoward
circumstances.
Miss Mason's piquant

C. H. CONNER,

Slcrn

ELECTRIC 8HOB SHOP
213 Sinitb Second.
Free Cull and Delivery.

Dr.

Get the Hews From Home Every Day.
ALBUQUERQUE

iOHG

Edition, for 85c Per Month.
ADDRESS CHANGED AS OFTEN AS REQUESTED
Use Coupon Below and Mail With Your Check
MORNING JOURNAL, Albuquerque, N. M.:
Pleaae mail Daily and Sunday Journal to address below for

Name

'

...........

Address

..........

Postoff ice

H.xE. Kimble

Room 4, Grant Building. Third
and Central, t
. W. . 402
Pbone

JOURNAL

Enclosed find remittance of $

667--

DENTIST

Will Be Mailed to You Regularly, Including the Sunday

weeks.

J.

CITY
,Phone

cation?

Going

M. D. D. O.
Osteopathic Specialist. '
701-325-Tel.
Blrtg.

WANTED

pay good prices fortlre-arm- s
such as Rifles, Shot
Must be In
Guna, ' Pistols.
Acondition. ,
213 SoiiUj first Street
-I

V.

Street

V.

Central.

A CAR,

Drive it Yourself New Fords
and Dodges, Coupes and Sedans
ALBUQUERQUE
" DRIVERLESS
CAR CO.
Cars Delivered.

IIAIIII COAL COMPANY
'

.".7. . . .

paper discontinued at Albuquerque address during
. .. No
your absence? Yes
Do you wish

421

,

i

Phone.'. . . . ,

.

KINDLING Order a Load of Factory Wood
Big Truck Load Four Dollars

Give Your Albuquerque Address Here.

........

92-V-

RENT

GALLUP iiUMP COAL
CERRILLOS LUMP COAL
CERRILLOS EGG COAL

,

No

FOGG, The Jeweler
Diamonds,
Watches, Jewelry.
Quality, Lowest Prices.
Highest
Opposite Postoffiee.
118 South Fourth.

Phone

,

We

j

Let Us Send a Man
To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Pbone 421. 423 North First.

"Phone

91

milk produced under proper conditions
a healthy herd is good, clarification
makes milk better, clarification plus pasteurization makes the best milk of all.
For hot weather dessert SHERBET is best of all.

ANY

'

ALBUQUERQUE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION

J

Phone

851

821

North' Second.

